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FOREWORD

The author of this series of stories for children

has endeavored simply to show why and how the

descendants of the early colonists fought their way

through the wilderness in search of new homes. The

several narratives deal with the struggles of those

adventurous people who forced their way westward,

ever westward, whether in hope of gain or in answer

to " the call of the wild," and who, in so doing,

wrote their names with their blood across this

country of ours from the Ohio to the Columbia.

To excite in the hearts of the young people of

this land a desire to know more regarding the build-

ing up of this great nation, and at the same time

to entertain in such a manner as may stimulate to

noble deeds, is the real aim of these stories. In them

there is nothing of romance, but only a careful,

truthful record of the part played by children in

the great battles with those forces, human as well

as natural, which, for so long a time, held a vast
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portion of this broad land against the advance of

home seekers.

With the knowledge of what has been done by

our own people in our own land, surely there is

no reason why one should resort to fiction in order

to depict scenes of heroism, daring, and sublime

disregard of suffering in nearly every form.

JAMES OTIS.
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SETH OF COLORADO

HOW I CAME TO WRITE MY STORY

It concerns no one but myself if I choose to spend a

portion of my well-earned leisure writing the story of

how I happened to come into this country, which is now

called Colorado, and of

how I have grown up

with it from the time it

was taken possession of

by men from the East,

who in their eagerness

for gold believed, poor,

foolish souls, that they

had but to dig in the

sands for a few days in

order to make them-

selves rich for life.

Some of my friends laughed at me when I told them

of my plan, but I am not to be turned from a road, hav-

ing once decided upon it, and those who have ridiculed

the idea that I can make a readable tale out of my

9
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experiences need not trouble themselves to find out

whether I have succeeded or failed.

WHO I AM

In order to start properly, as practiced story-tellers

do, I suppose I ought first to give some account of my-

self, so that in case others chance to scan what I have

written, they may in that way become acquainted with

the writer.

In the year 1857 I was living in Lawrence, Kansas,

with my father and mother, and a happier lad it would

be difl&cult to find, for my home was a most pleasant

one. I had as loving a mother as any boy could desire,

and my father, while stern now and then, had a warm

place for me in his heart I understood this well when,

from time to time, without speaking, he would press

me closely to his breast, then turn quickly away, as if

ashamed of having shown any token of love.

Even then, before affiction overtook me, there was

a strong desire in my heart to become a farmer, although

both my father and mother insisted that I should do all

in my power first to gain an education, with the idea

that it might be possible for me to take my place among
men of position in the land.

While I was not inclined to any other way of life

than that of a farmer, loving outdoor work and finding

my greatest enjoyment in seeing the seed I had planted
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spring up from the earth and bear fruit, yet I was obe-

dient in doing as my parents would have me, believing

that they knew best what would be to my advantage.

MY GREAT LOSS

In those happy days when I would have changed

places with no lad whom I knew or had ever heard of,

the blow suddenly came which left me orphaned.

Within one week both my father and mother died of a

fever, and it was as if the sun had been blotted out from

the heavens. I covdd see no ray of hght anywhere,

and young though

I was, my one de-

sire was to join my
loved parents, for it

seemed as if this

world held no place

for Seth Wagner.

There were many

in Lawrence who

befriended me in

that time of sorrow,

and the one who

tried the hardest to

comfort me was Mrs. Middleton, a dear soul who had

boys of .her own, although they were younger than I.

I believe she was all the more tender to me because
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of asking herself what her Kttle sons would do if, in the

short space of a week, they should be deprived of both

father and mother.

Kind though she was, and doing her best to lighten

the sorrow which hung about me hke a black cloud,

there was small consolation for me from words ; but in

time I became accustomed in a certain measure to the

loss which had befallen me.

MY WORLDLY WEALTH

To carry out the plan which my father had formed

for me, and by gaining an education to take up the

practice of law or of medicine when

I was older, had now become an

impossibility.

When aU my father's

property had been sold

and the debts paid by

Mr. Middleton, who did

everything in his

power to guard my
interests, I had one

himdred and sixty-

one dollars as the

sum total of my father's estate. With this small

amount I must make my way in the world until I

should stand on a solid foundation.
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Had there been money enough left to me, I should

have bought a farm near Lawrence, and there have set

myself to work lajdng up sufficient of this world's

goods to provide me with the necessaries, if not the

comforts, of life.

It may be you will say that a youngster of my age

would not naturally look so far ahead into the future as

to reaUze that he must make provision against what

people call a "rainy day"; but bear in mind that

grief sometimes ages a lad wonderfully.

When the sharpest edge of my sorrow had been worn

away by time, it was as if I had aU at once become a

man, with a clear sense of aU that I must do in order

to win a footing in the world. In a night, as it were,

I had added twenty years to my twelve.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

My first resolve was that my tiny patrimony should

be put carefully away, where it might earn me some-

what in the way of interest, and at the same time be

kept as a "nest egg," so that when I found opportu-

nity for investing a small sum to good advantage it

would be ready to hand.

Next came to my mind the fact that I must be up

and doing, instead of living upon the bounty of Mr.

Middleton, as I had been since that dreadful day when
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I was led away from the last earthly resting place of

my dear parents.

It was not practicable for me to find steady employ-

ment in the town of Lawrence, eager though I was

for work, and in order to

gain sufficient money to

support myself, I always

stood ready and anxious to

turn my hand to what-

ever opportunities came

my way.

Thus it was that during

the winter of 1857 and

1858 I worked at what-

ever was offered me, some-

times sawing and sphtting

wood, or doing chores

around one of the stores,

running errands, taking

care of cattle while the

owners were away from home, and, in fact, acting

as jack-of-all-trades until the time came when the

townsfolk of Lawrence were attacked with what

seemed like a regular fever, because gold had been dis-

covered beyond the western boundary of Kansas, in

the unsettled territory which we know now as the

state of Colorado.
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THE GOLD FEVER

It was somewhere near Pikes Peak, as I remember,

that our people of Lawrence believed they might find,

after a few days' search, enough of the yellow metal to

make them wealthy beyond their wildest dreams.

The entire population, men, women, and even children,

talked of gold and dreamed of gold. They seemed, in-

deed, to have given up every desire in life save the one

of taking from the earth vast riches.

It is not to be supposed that I failed to catch this

fever. When I heard rumored wondrous tales of those

who had gone into that country and found more gold

than they could carry away, the thought came to me

that here was my opportunity: that I might go out there

and after digging a few weeks, or perhaps months,

get eno,ugh gold to carry out my father's plans for my
future.

Our people of Lawrence were making it a costly

undertaking to journey as far as Pikes Peak. They

outfitted themselves with huge wagons, drawn by three^

four, or even five yoke of cattle, and large enough

to carry all their household goods.
,

For me such an outfitting was of course an imposy

sibility, and for a time I was busy devising schemesby

which to become a regular member of one of the com^

panics,' believing that there was no other way by which

SETH OF COLORADO — 2
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a lad of my age could succeed in winning his way so

surely and so speedily to the goal he had set.

MY GREAT DISAPPOINTMENT

With a heavy heart I saw two of the companies start

forth from our town, their faces set toward Pikes Peak,

with the intention of traveling

thither by what was known

as the Arkansas Valley

trail. I am ashamed to

say that I shed bitter

tears because of not being

allowed a place with one or

the other; first, because I

was looked upon as too young

to do a man's work, and

again, owing to the fact that

even though I gave up all my inheritance, it would not

be sufficient to pay my proper share of the expenses.

As the days wore on, there came straggling back by

way of our town of Lawrence man after man, and com-

pany after company of the gold seekers, who had
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turned homeward in discouragement, having wasted all

they had in their useless ventures.

Their stories of the disappointments of gold digging,

and the knowledge that there was no truth in the tales

of wealth gained by a few days' work, helped to cure

me of that fever which

I had caught from the

people with whom I had

come in contact. Fi-

nally it became clear

to my mind that who-

ever would set him-

self to perform

honest labor,

whatever it

might be, would

succeed in earn-

ing moremoney

than he could

hope to gain

by gold hunt-

ing.

CURED or THE GOLD FEVER

I realized, of course, that now and again there might

be found a man who had been extraordinarily success-

ful and had made himself suddenly rich in a, few hours

;
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but, fortunately, I had common sense enough to grasp

the fact that it was all a matter of chance.

Thus I made rapid recovery from the fever, and no

longer indulged in foolish dreams of journeying to that

Tom Tiddler's ground of Colorado, where a fortune

could be picked up for

the taking; but I

resolutely worked at

such tasks as came to

hand, saving up every

penny I earned that

was not needed to pay

for my food and cloth-

ing.

.'///!/iB«[^.!W*a^ ilHSiJi GraduaUy I had

come to believe that

aU my life would be

spent in the little town

Q'/JiaaiB"'iWjMiMi^ ^^m ^^ Lawrence; that my
humble part was to be

that of one who earns

his daily bread by
what the Bible calls the "sweat of his face."

One day Mrs. Middleton surprised me by the an-

nouncement that she and her husband, with their

children, and forty or more of their fellow-townspeople,

had made up their minds to journey into the land ot
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gold, not with the intention of digging, but with the

hope of finding in the Colorado country a better farm

than could be had in Kansas, for a small expenditure

of money. There were in the company, however,

some who were bent only on mining; but, as Mrs.

Middleton made clear, her husband had no such idea.

After having explained, as far as she knew, what

they hoped to accomplish, she ended by saying, in her

kindly way, putting her arms about my neck much as

my own mother would have done :
—

-

"Why not go with us, Seth? You say you want to

be a farmer, and with the money which you have put

away, I beUeve it might be possible to buy land enough

to be called a real farm."

MY OPPORTUNITY

I replied that such a plan was impossible, because

even if I gave up all the money I had, it would

not be sufficient to pay my share of the cost of the

journey; but at once she went on, showing how long

and how carefuUy she had been thinking out this plan

to help me :
—

"I am certain that if you wUl agree to aid Mrs.

Holmes and me in caring for the children, and wiU

do your share of driving the cattle, you can go with

us, if you wish, free of expense."

Again the Colorado fever seized me; but this time
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there came with it no vision of sudden riches. The

suggestion appealed to me strongly, boy though I was,

that in a wild country like that I might be able to buy

a fair-sized claim of land with perhaps no more than

half my savings, and have the remainder to spend for

tools and stock.

Or I might, thought I, venturing far away from the

others, at the risk, to be sure, of being wiped out by

the Indians, enter a claim of my own at no larger

cost of purchase than the government demanded, and

thus be forehanded at the start.

HOW I MIGHT WORK MY WAY

It was an absorbing dream which came upon me thus

suddenly, and so deeply was I engrossed with it, that

I hardly heeded the good

woman's question, which she

put again and again as 5!^

to whether I should

like to go as helper to
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Mrs. Holmes and herself, doing my full share of

tending the cattle during the journey.

What answer I gave her at last is easily guessed, but

for the purpose of my story, I need not go into the

details of our preparations and of the journey itself.

For a long time emigrants had been crossing our

country on their way to the Far West, and every

one of us had become weU informed as to what an

outfit consisted of, how the journey was made, and

what were the hardships or dangers that might be

expected.

We of Lawrence, going over the Arkansas VaUey

traU, would have but a short distance to travel, as com-

pared with those people who had started from the Mis-

souri River to make their way to Oregon or to Call-
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fornia, yet we realized it would be a laborious journey,

tedious and wearisome.

KEEPING MY PART OF THE BARGAIN

Mr. Middleton and Mr. Holmes had, as I learned,

already agreed to my going with them as servant,

and certainly I lived up to my share of the bargain,

striving from early dawn to the late hours of the night

to perform more work than was required of me, in

order that my employers might not think they had

made a bad trade in taking me.

That I succeeded in my purpose, which was to show

that even a lad of barely thirteen years of age could

do a man's work, was made clear again and again

when Mrs. Middleton praised my industry, or thanked

me for little acts of thoughtfulness which I had been

able to perform.

AT PUEBLO

When we arrived at Pueblo, the first settlement of

any size we had come to since leaving Lawrence, I

supposed that we had reached our journey's end, and

a feeling of disappointment swept over me as I gazed

about me, for it was by no means the kind of a

coimtry I had expected to find.

Although I could not call myself an expert farmer,

I knew that the soil which we had left behind us
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in Lawrence was much more fertile than the sandy

bottom lands about Pueblo, and I began anxiously

to debate the question as to how any one coidd earn

a living in such a forlorn place.

As Mrs. Middleton told me, shortly after we came

to a halt, this settlement had been established by the

Mexicans, who later had prac-
jj

tically abandoned it,

although there /'~'"\
^

were stiU four

or .._ ^..^
families living in ^.^

the less ruinous of

the houses.

Thebuildingswere

all made of sun dried brick which the Mexicans call

adobe, but the greater number of them had fallen into

a state of decay. Some of the houses were roofless;

the side walls or chimneys of others had tumbled in,

and only now and then might one find a dwelling

that would come somewhere near to being weather

tight.

It was a scene of ruin and desolation, and in despair

I asked myself whether, after struggling so hard to
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reach this wretched spot, I could do better than to

find some means of retracing my steps, long and weari-

some though the journey had been.

It was foolish of me to borrow trouble concerning

this place, as I soon came to know. The leaders of our

company had stopped there only to decide upon some

definite course, for, as I learned then, they had left their

homes without any clear plan of action, save that they

were all of one mind as to their intention of reaching

the gold country.

. When we turned our backs on Lawrence I had under-

stood that nearly all the people with whom I journeyed

were looking forward to tilling the land, believing that

the soil of Colorado would be found to be more gener-
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ous than that of Kansas ; but now that we had actually

come into the land of treasure I soon gathered that

there had been aroused in the minds of many of the

men a keen desire to try gold digging, while but few,

and among them Mr. Middleton, stUl held firm to the

resolution they had made before setting out.

A WELCOME TIME OF REST

We had reached the settlement, or perhaps I should

say the ruins, of Pueblo shortly before noon, and

when the cattle had been fed and I had received

my portion of the dinner which Mrs. Middletotf pre-

pared in one of the tumbledown shacks, I promised
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myself a good rest during the remainder of the

day.

It was indeed a happy change to be able to stretch

one's self at full length on the sun baked sand, knowing

that one might lounge idling there four and twenty

hours, if he wished, without being forced, at a given

signal, to plod off by the side of the patient oxen, di-

recting their way ; but, even if one dislikes work, which

I did not, idleness soon becomes monotonous and

wearisome, and hardly more than two hours had passed

when I was eager once more to be up and doing.

Before simset those who were fascinated by the notion

of delving in the earth for gold received tidings which

were not to their liking. A company of seven men,

who had been prospecting, straggled into the village

thoroughly disheartened and inclined to believe that all

the stories of wealth taken from the soil were falsehoods.

I heard one of them say that during the past three

months they had worked industriously throughout

nearly every hour of daylight and failed to find traces

of gold. Then I reasoned that the would-be gold

seekers of our company, hearing such stories told by

men of experience, would give up their dreams and join

us in tilling the land, if we chanced to come upon

soil that gave promise of richness.

Instead of being turned from their purpose, however,

all treated the account given by these returned pros-
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pectors as of no value, saying to one another that if

the men had gone here or gone there, if they had worked

a little harder on a certain day, or done less on another,

they might have been successful.

ANOTHER OUTBREAK OF THE GOLD FEVER

It was as if we had but just arrived at Pueblo when the

gold fever broke out anew, and our people could hardly

wait to make the necessary preparations for going over

the same ground and

for taking the same ^^^^^j||^^^>'=^^^^^^^n
chances of dis- ,,^p^P^<<^"^> '^^^^^^K^
appointment

as had the

projectors

to whose stories we had

listened.

That evening after supper, while the women were

doing their best to make some of the ruins habitable,

that they might sleep inside four walls instead of

on the narrow beds of the wagons, the men began

again to discuss the situation.

While they were thus engaged, a second company.
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consisting of four travel-stained, discouraged looking

men, came up, and the stories which they had to tell

were the same as had been heard from the other party.

Their recital of hard work, baffled hopes, and severe

hardships made it appear that there was not enough

gold in the earth thereabouts to satisfy the most modest

wants of one man.

AN OPPORTXHSriTY FOR MONEY GETTING

I listened with no very keen interest to the tales of

disappointment, for I was entirely cured of the gold

fever; but when I overheard some of the men com-

plaining that they had been forced to pay ten cents a

pound for corn, and from thirty to fifty cents a pound

for potatoes, I pricked up my ears.

Ea;gerly I asked Mr. Holmes how many people he

reck6ned were roaming about searching for gold,

and he answered in all seriougness that they might be

numbered by thousands, for he kngw of many very

large companies which had gone into the diggings.

It was undoubtedly true, he said, that a steady stream

of. men had been flowing into Colorado ever since the

first reports had been spread abroad that gold was to

he found there.

It would be folly for me, thought I, to dream of

turning back simply because the soil around Pueblo

was not to my liking. There must be jother places
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where one could count on getting fair crops. If those

gold hunters were so numerous, why might it not be

possible, I asked myself, for me to turn their madness

to good account ?

I was burning with eagerness to set out in search

of some place where I could plant corn and potatoes^

even though I should be no more than a squatter on

the land. By this I mean that I should be tilling

soil which did not belong to me and without the con-

sent of the rightful owner.

MR. MIDDLETON AGREES WITH ME

Late that night, after the unsuccessful miners had

finished "swapping" their tales of woe and had gone

to sleep, I confided to

Mr. Middleton

I had been
]

dering over

and clap-

ping me
on the

^ . shoulder in his friendly fash-

ion, he said heartily :
—

"Ah, now you have got at the root of the matter,

my boy ! Did you think that I would wander hither
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and yon over this country looking for gold when I

could make a home for my wife and children and find

more wealth here than I could gain if I became a suc-

cessful miner? We'll settle down as soon as we

come to a favorable spot, and there you and I wiU make

the beginnings of a town, while we raise corn and po-

tatoes for those crazy dreamers who are shirking honest

work, and hope to become suddenly wealthy by some

lucky stroke of the pick or shovel."

Mr. Middleton went on to tell me that, after halt-

ing at Pueblo only long enough to rest the cattle, he,

with four or five of the other men, had already laid

plans to push on until they should reach a region

where the soil gave good promise, taking care, mean-

while, to keep along the trail over which the gold

seekers were coming and going.

Then, without delay, even before spending the time

to build houses, — we could live in the wagons for

a while longer,— seed was to be put into the ground.

MR. MIDDLETON'S PROPOSITION

I, thinking only of myself, asked what part I would

have in this scheme, and he answered that he would

willingly pay me fair wages, in fact twice as much as

I could have earned in Lawrence ; but if such a plan

did not please me, I might go farther and take up a

claim of land for myself.
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This last did not appear to me to be practicable,

for a lad like myself would not be able, unaided, to do

all the heavy work necessary. Besides, I had neither

cattle nor tools, and my small inheritance would not

go very far toward providing me with the necessary

implements in a land where everything was so ex-

pensive, if one might judge by the extravagant prices

which the gold seekers were paying for food.

During the greater portion of that night I kept turn-

ing the matter over and over in my mind, unable to

sleep very long at a time because of excitement, and by

sunup I had fully determined to join with Mr. Middle-

ton until I should have earned enough money to start

out properly for myself.

We remained at Pueblo four or five days, and weary

enough were all of us of that desolate place and its

few Mexican inhabitants.

SETH OF COLORADO— ^
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A SETTLEMENT OF GOLD SEEKERS

Then we broke camp once more, traveling in the direc-

tion of Pikes Peak until we reached a small settlement

of both Americans and Mexicans.

>- Hardly more than fifteen

people had settled at this

place, the greater num-

ber planning to use

the village simply

as headquarters,

whence they

couldgo in search n.'^

of gold, leaving be-

hind them a roof to

cover their heads when they

returned for an interval of rest.

Here alsowere small buildingsmade of sun dried bricks.

Two or three were of logs, the roofs formed by covering

poles with sods, and an odd sight it was to see grass grow-

ing thickly around a chimney base, or waving over what,

in a regularly built house, would have been the eaves.
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We had now penetrated into a section of the country

which looked to me more promising, and Mr. Middle-

ton was of much the same mind, for after we had been

at this place for two or three days, and some of ourcom-

pany had already left for the diggings, he informed me
that we were to set off at once toward the Ute Pass,

where he and the others who were bent on farming

had decided to make their first attempt at a settle-

ment.

LAND CLAIMS

I learned then for the first time that a newcomer

into this country was allowed to take up what is called

a land claim, that is, he could stake out a given num-

ber of acres and enter claim to them at the office of

the nearest government land agent, without paying

more than the regular fees which, at that time,

amounted to about twenty-five cents an acre. The

whole sum might be paid by installments within a

certain number of years, in case the settler was not

able to complete the transaction at once.

The question rose again in my mind as to whether I

might not start out for myself at once, venturing all the

little money I had in cattle and seed, and perhaps

in the hiring of one man, for I could not hope to do

aU the work without help, if I cultivated many acres.

Once more I decided that it would be better to serve

Mr. Middleton, at least until we had proved whether
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our plan of selling our crops to the gold seekers was

feasible, for there would be no other way of disposing

of them, and I had grave doubts as to whether the

prices for corn and potatoes, which we had been told

were willingly paid by the miners, would continue to

hold. Our project appeared to me so much like a

speculation that I judged it a wise plan to remain un-

der Mr. Middleton's wing. It was well I did so, as wUl

speedily be seen.

Out of our entire number, there were but five men

who held to the original agreement not to waste their

time gold hunting. This small company— Mrs. Mid-

dleton being the only woman, and her children and my-

self the only young people— set ofif once more on our
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travels, journeying by slow stages until we came to

a river with the odd name of Fontaine qui Bouille,

the boUing spring, where all of us believed we had found

what we were looking for.

OtlR RANCH

The soil was rich and not so heavy but that we could

easily dig ditches from the river into our cornfields,

for you must know that in this land to which we had

come very little rain falls, and if one would cultivate

the ground, he must find some means of keeping it well

moistened.

If we settled along this river, we could plant many

acres and keep them watered at no other expense than

that of ditch digging. There was not one of the com-

pany who was not hopeful that we had arrived at our

journey's end, and when we came to a place where the

land sloped gently away from the river bank, and the

leading team came to a stop, there was no need of any

discussion. Before anything had been done except

to turn the cattle loose to feed upon the lush grass,

we busied ourselves with staking out claims.

From this time on, until we had a fair acreage plowed

and com planted, there was no rest for any of us dur-

ing the hours of daylight ; meanwhile we lived in the

wagons as we had done during the journey from Law-

rence. Once the planting was over, Mr. Middleton
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lost no time in building a house for himself. He took

pride in doing so, for, as he said to me, it was his be-

lief that our settlement would grow into a town of

•t^^SVz-i.
'

considerable size, perhaps big enough to be called a city,

and he wanted to get the credit of having erected the

first building.

BUILDING A DWELLING

I had laughed at those houses in the settlement we

came upon after leaving Pueblo, with their roofs of

green sods, but when Mr. Middleton and I set about

planning the family homestead, we were glad enough

to use the same humble material for our roof, because

it could be put on more quickly than any other.

In order to save the labor of felling and shaping as

many trees as would be needed for high walls, we dug

down into the earth four or five feet, so that, as one
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of the children said, our house was hardly more than

a hole in the ground.

The floor was beaten hard by the aid of short lengths

of logs which we held upright with pegs for handles,

^^^tS^^~^

raising and dropping them until the earth was so solid

that one's footprints made no mark.

The walls were raised five feet above the top of the

excavation, making the height from the floor to where

the roof began not less than ten feet on the side which

we intended for the front, through which we cut a

doorway and window openings.
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The roof poles were put on slanting, for it was to be

a shed roof, the rear wall of the house being only about

seven feet high, and the slope of the top not less than

three feet, while the width of the building was only

ten. Our covering of sod would serve, on so steep a

pitch, to shed water admirably.

in wet weather we did not suffer from the dampness

because of our lack of glazed windows, for a blanket

hung up in front of

the openings served

to keep us com-

fortable, and it was

only occasionally

that we had to

shield ourselves

from the outer air,

so friendly was the

climate.

CORN AND GOLD

We did not allow

ourselves to be so

occupied with

building that we

.

neglected the land.

Only at odd times when there was no pressing work

to be done in the fields did we work at home making.
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and it so happened that on the very day when the

first tiny blades of corn pricked up through the brown

clods, Mrs. Middleton moved her household goods from

the wagon into this shanty which we called a house.

It must not be supposed that we had ceased con-

stantly to hear rumors of finding gold. It had been

reported in Lawrence that the gold fever had spent

itself and that the time had come for those who desired

homes in the Colorado country to be on the spot;

but we were no sooner settled, or in the way to being so,

on the bank of the river, than the feverish excite-

ment broke out afresh.

We heard from those who passed through our set-

tlement on their way to the mines, that large quan-
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titles of gold had been located here, there, and one

might almost say ever3rwhere, and if you could believe

all the wild tales that were flying about, you would

fancy the entire soil of Colorado was veined with the

yellow metal.

A company of men from Chicago, under the leader-

ship of George Johnson, had come upon what they

claimed was the richest find yet discovered, and the

mine had been named the Chicago Bar.

We learned of this from the throngs of men who

passed us at our work, the greater number of whom ridi-

culed us for being content with such laborious tasks

when we might go along with them and reap an xm-

sown harvest of riches.

DILEAMS OF A HARVEST

Time and again did those gold-frenzied dreamers

laugh us to scorn because we were content to spend our

energies building log shanties whenwe might be handling

pick and shovel, and more than once did Mr. Middle-

tdn say grimly to me:—
"Let them laugh ! We shall see who has the best

of it when autumn comes. The more there are of

them, the greater wiU be the demand for food, and if

corn is worth ten cents a pound now, it wiU surely

bring fifteen by wintertime, for some of those fel-

lows, who are counting on taking something from the
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earth instead of putting anything into it by the way

of seed, are Ukely to go hungry."

How carefxilly we watched over the com as it came

up, and how astonished we were by the rapidity and

luxuriance of its growth! Never before had I seen

corn shoot up at such an amazing rate, and I was more

than ever convinced that the wealth of this land of

Colorado lay in the _,^ hands of the farmer rather

than under the shovel

of the miner.

We dug ditch after

ditch, bringing water

down across the land

which Mr. Middleton had staked out as his own, until

every single square yard of it was irrigated as it should

be, and well were we rewarded for the labor, weari-

some and severe though it was, by seeing the green

stalks springing minute by minute, higher and higher,

and stouter and stouter. We had in all six acres

covered with the waving grain, and giving promise
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of a yield even more valuable than that from the rich

lodes of the Chicago Bar mine.

DISAPPOINTED PROSPECTORS

When the corn was in tassel, the ditches dug and

filler), and a breathing space had come when we

might wait more at our ease for the returns from our

venture, there appeared at the bank of the river a

company of nineteen gold seekers from Missouri, who,

having failed in their quest, were now bound home-

ward, worn out and disheartened.

Their cattle were lean almost to the verge of star-

vation from having hauled the heavy wagons so many

miles over rocky hiUs and sandy plains, and the men

themselves looked as if they had been on the tramp

half a dozen years.

News of their coming to camp on our side of the

river spread quickly, and all our company, including

Mrs. Middleton and the children, went out to welcome

them, taking bread and bacon, for we had had ex-

perience before of the appetites of disappointed miners.

Hungry? They were near to famishing, and al-

though it appeared to me as if we carried them plenty

of food, every crumb disappeared so suddenly that

it seemed as if magic were at work. Even then the

travel-worn prospectors looked at us wistfully, their

tired eyes asking dumbly for more.
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We ministered to their wants that night to the best

of our abiUty, giving them food which should have been

kept for ourselves, and never thinking of asking a

penny in return.

RETURNING EVIL FOR GOOD

I believe that aU of us went to sleep happier for hav-

ing fed the hungry Missourians; but when we arose

at daybreak next morning and looked out on our broad

acres covered by a forest of cornstalks swaying to and

fro in the summer breeze, our hearts were fiUed first

with amazement and then with hot anger.
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Those miners from Missouri, who had come to us

ahnost starving and had had their wants supplied

freely, had actually turned all their cattle into our

cornfields, and there the beasts

were feeding ravenously, as they

trampled down the stalks.

I was the first out of

our shanty that morn-

ing, and it was fuUy

two minutes before I could per-

suade myself that people whom
we had so befriended were capa-

ble of playing us such a mean trick.

The truth was, however, forced home to me, and I

called loudly for Mr. Middleton.

Such an uproar did I make in my anger and ex-

citement, that not only Mr. Middleton but his

wife and children rushed out to learn what was

happening, and then, like myself, they stood in
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open-mouthed astonishment, gazing at the scene of

destruction.

Suddenly we heard distant shouts of anger from

up and down the river bank, where the neighboring

homesteaders had their fields planted, and, roused

from our trance, we all set about trjdng to drive the

hungry beasts from among our growing com.

STRIVING TO SAVE OUR CORN

It had been many a long day since the poor cattle

had come upon such rich fodder, and they were, of

course, unwilling to leave it, doubling back and forth

when we attempted to drive them along the furrows,

and trampling down hill after hill of the stalks in their

efforts to remain in so bountiful a pasture.

If we had been astounded at seeing the beasts ruin-

ing our fields, we were dumb with angry amazement

when those men from Missouri, discovering our efforts

to save our crops from destruction, came up with weap-

ons in their hands, barefacedly demanding that we

cease to disturb their cattle.

Our people could not stop to argue with them, for

all the time the beasts were devouring more and more of

the corn. Then it was that the Missourians loudly

threatened that they would shoot us down, if we dared

persist in driving out the marauders.
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DEFENDING OUR OAVN

It is not possible' for me to set down all which was

said at that time, nor is it well that I should do so,

for the air was thick with anger, and we who were

being thus abused were not, as you may weU suppose,

tender in our words when we reproached those people.

At first a fight seemed unavoidable, for Mr. Middle-

ton at least was ready to defend his property with his

Ufe.
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After having been driven back by four or five of the

rnen, he rushed into the shanty, and I, following and see-

ing him load his rifle, caught frantically at his arm and

begged him to con-

sider whether we

could stand up

against so many.

It was as if the

distracted man
had not realized

until that mo-

menthowstrong

the enemy was

as compared

with our own

force. There

were not less than

nineteen of them,

while we had but five

men, six if you choose to

count me, and in case of

a struggle what chance had we farmers

against so many desperate miners?

On every other farm in the neighborhood a similar

contest was going on, for the miners had told off three

or four men to confront each claim holder, so that we

might be frightened into submitting to the depredations

SETH OF COLORADO— 4
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of the cattle. Sud-

denly realizing that

he could not safely

offer armed resistance,

Mr. Middleton bade

me hasten and call all

our people together

into his shanty. "Make

them come here at once,

Seth
! " he cried furiously.

" Tell them it is useless for us to

resist single-handed. We must

join together and form some

plan for mutual protection."

A COUNCIL OF WAR

Every moment was precious, for those hungry cattle

were making short work of our com. Breathless with

excitement and haste, I ran from claim to claim until I

had repeated to each farmer Mr. Middleton's message.

It was a full hour before I could bring all the men to

realize that it was folly to oppose the miners until we

had formed some plan for defense. Finally the task

was accomplished, but when our people had assembled

in front of Mr. Middleton's shanty, it was exceedingly

difficult for a speaker to hold their attention, so great

was the rage which possessed them.
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I was not near enough to hear what plan was first

determined upon, for I had been sent to drive our horses

farther up into the

timber, lest the

Missourians seize

them ; but when

I got back, Mr.

Middleton was on

the point of setting

out for the river

bank, where the

men from Missouri

had gathered.

I followed him,

curious to know

why he was going

out alone and unarmed to confront those who had so

plainly shown themselves to be our enemies.

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE ENEMY

The Missourians seemed bewildered at our sudden

change of plan, and they waited our coming massed in

a little company, watching curiously all that went on,

while at the same time they were sure that their oxen

were allowed to continue the ravages among the corn.

I expected that Mr. Middleton would use violent

language ; therefore my surprise was great when he
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began in a mild tone as if addressing friends, but at

the same time he spoke firmly, demanding that they

allow us to rid our fields of their cattle, or else repay

us for the damage as much money as the corn was then

worth. I cannot remember now his exact words;

but the substance of it was that he demanded half as

much as he counted on receiving for the ripened crop.

THE MISSOURI MINERS MAKE SPORT OF US

He had hardly finished speaking when the Missouri

miners laughed long and loud, behaving as if it were

impossible for them

to speak for amuse-

ment, and all the

while Mr. Middle-

ton stood calmly

facing them, deter-

mined, but unable

to enforce his de-

f^% mands by so much

as a hair's breadth.

Presently one of

those fellows we had

fed so generously only the night before, swaggered up

to Mr. Middleton like a bully, and shaking his fist

savagely, shouted that their cattle must have fodder

;

that they would take as much of our com as they
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wanted
;
perhaps at the end of three days they would

be oJBf and trouble us no more.

At the end of three days ! Long before then every

blade of green would have been devoured. He might

as well have said plainly that he would go when there

was nothing left,

and had I been

in Mr. Middleton's

place I would have

told him without

mincing words that

they were thieves.

"Mind,you shall

pay us for our

corn," Mr. Middle-

ton repeated

calmly. "The price

wiU be less, if you

take your cattle

away now ; but

you wUl certainly

have to give us

eaten."

"And when do you expect to get the money?"

the leader of the Missourians asked with a rude laugh

which exasperated me more even than the mirth of

the others.

a fair return for what has been
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"Before you break camp we shall receive our pay,

and you are to decide whether the account shall be

closed now, or shall run on until we bankrupt you."

HOW TO COLLECT THE DEBT

Again the miners held their sides with mirth, which

was their way of showing that they believed us power-

less to mend matters, and having said his say, Mr.

Middleton turned sharply on his heel and walked

slowly away, I following closely behind him, in the

direction of our shanty.

I made bold at last to pluck at his sleeve and inquire

by what means he counted on getting from the miners,

who doubtless had spent all their money, the price of

our corn, and he answered with a grim smile, which had

in it more of anger than of mirth:—
"Follow me, Seth, and you shall hear our scheme

for collecting the debt, for you must have a hand in

putting it through."

As a matter of course, I followed him, and at our cabin

door we found the other settlers awaiting our return

with stern, set faces. This was ample evidence to

me that they intended to resist the Missourians at

any cost, even of their lives.

The plan outlined was a simple one; but whether

it could be carried into execution Was quite another

question. It consisted simply in our hovering around
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the cornfields, and at every opportunity, when safely

out of sight of our foes, driving off their cattle, one by

one, until all the beasts had been taken beyond the

settlement, where we had a common pasture for our ani-

mals.

Once all the beasts were within an inclosure, so Mr.

Middleton declared, we would hold them at the muz-

zles of our guns until their owners had paid for the

damage done to the corn.

WE TAKE POSSESSION OF THE CATTLE

Much to my surprise, the Missourians did not keep

a very strict watch upon us. They appeared satis-

fied with the assurance that we were taking no direct

action to drive the cattle out of the fields, and what
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had promised to be a difl&cult task proved to be quite

simple.

By good fortune I was one of the first to make a

capture, and under cover of the standing grain I drove

one of the oxen out past Mr. Middleton's house and

back into the pasture, where three of our men were

standing guard with loaded weapons.

From then on, throughout the day, wewere kept on the

jump, and when night fell we had half of the oxen cor-

ralled without the Missourians apparently being

any the wiser. The

darkness made our task

stiU easier, and by two

hours before midnight

the fields were cleared

of trespassers, although

the crops which had

promised us so rich a

return were sadly shorn

of their beauty.

The greater part of

our corn had been either trampled down or cropped

close to the roots, and I thought sorrowfully that even

if we kept the cattle, taking in addition all the wagons

and stores these robbers had with them, their value

would not be equivalent to as much, or half as much,

as we had counted on receiving for the harvested crop.
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THE NIGHT BEFORE THE BATTLE

That night our people slept securely, believing the

Missourians would not guess what we had done un-

til daylight revealed it ; but you may count it as very

certain that before there was the faintest sign of color

in the eastern sky, every man, and I reckoned myself

as one, stood on the alert, ready to defend his rights.

It was nearly sunrise before the miners discovered how

the farmers they had supposed helpless had tricked

them, and they remained a full half hour discussing

the matter before

making any move

toward regaining

possession of their

cattle.

A WAR OP WORDS

As the first broad

shafts of light were

striking across the

fields, the Missou-

rians came on in

warlike array, every

man of them with a

loaded rifle in his hands

taken station midway between the cornfield and the

Our people, meanwhile, had
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pasture where there were trees in sixfficient number to

aJfford shelter, in case it should be necessary to fight.

Mr. Middletpn checked the advance of the Mis-

sourians by stepping out from behind his covert and

demanding by what right they were attacking us.

Then began a battle of words, for the prospectors

attempted to carry matters with a high hand, and threat-

ened that if their cattle were not allowed to go back

into our cornfields without delay, they would open

fire upon us, shooting down every man as if he were a

dangerous beast.

Mr. Middleton unquestionably gave them as good

as they sent, for in reply to this unreasonable and un-

just demand he repeated his declaration of the night

before, that the cattle would be held until we received

fair payment for such of our crops as had been de-

stroyed, and wound up with the bold statement that

every one of us was determined to stand to his gun

while life remained.

THE PROSPECTORS TRY TO KILL US

Mr. Middleton had hardly finished speaking when

one of the miners fired at him point blank, but, for-

tunately, without taking careful aim. Before another

weapon could be discharged, he was behind a tree,

screened from view, ready to use his rifle in self-de-

fense.
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You may be sure that I had already sought shelter

behind one of the trees. In fact, when the Missourians

first came in sight I took good

care not to expose myself to a

stray shot, although the idea

never occurred to me that those

lawless miners would actually

open fire upon us, when it was they and not we who

were in the wrong.

A REAL BATTLE

Within five minutes after the first shot, we of the

settlement were engaged in a bloody fight, and al-

though I was as frightened as a boy well could be, I

was very careful to make every bullet tell. .

Now and then I could hear Mr. Middleton shout

out, not only to me but to the men, that we must
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make every missile count, now that we were certain

that these lawless men had no other thought than that

of shedding blood wantonly.

Strange as it may seem, I cannot set down of my own

knowledge very much concerning that battle, which

lasted nearly three hours. I was like a person in a

dreadful nightmare, not realizing what I did and hav-

ing always before me the terrible fear that in another

moment I would be sent into the Beyond, or be crip-

pled for life by a Missouri bullet.

Everything before my eyes was the color of blood.

The smell of gunpowder must have mounted to my
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brain, for I did not grasp any-

thing clearly save that

the barrel of my
musket was growing /'

hot from having

been discharged

so rapidly, and

that my
store of

ammunition

was nearly

exhausted.
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A TRUCE

When I came to my senses, I gathered that during

those three hours of worse than needless battle, two

of our men had been severely wounded, and no less

than five of the Missourians were much the worse

for having dared to face a sheltered foe.

Mr. Middleton declared we had killed two ; but of

that we had no proof, save as we saw them carrying

away man after man either severely wounded or dead.

The first idea I had that the enemy wanted peace

was when one of our people shouted to me to stop

firing; and when I obeyed, staggering out into the

open, hardly knowing what I did, but being possessed

with the idea that I must show myself, a certain num-
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ber of the men from Missouri were fronting us with

their weapons Ijang on the ground before them.

Then I turned to one of

our people, asking if the

fight was over.

"Ay, lad, it would

seem so, and none

too soon, for we

have two disabled,

and if those ruffians had

stood to their rifles a

while longer, we might have

been wiped out of existence.

It turned out that the men
from .Missouri were the first to /;'(

show signs of wanting a truce, and

our people were only too glad to grant it.

TRYING TO MAKE TERMS OF PEACE

Then came another parley, during which the miners

offered to go away, if we would give up their cattle

peaceably; but Mr. Middleton held firmly to his

demand for payment.

It looked as if we might once more be forced to de-

fend ourselves, for the Missourians flatly refused to

agree to anything of the kind, declaring that in a wild

country they had the right to pasture famished cattle
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wherever fodder was offered, but when Mr. Middleton

held out stoutly, they decided to confer among them-

selves, and answer us before sundown.

That was a sorry way in which to inaugurate the

settlement of a new country, and I said to myself

that if there was any truth in omens, this town which

we had so hopefully planned to build by the river

side would prove an ill-fated place.
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It seemed strange to me then, and does now, that,

after we had cared for our wounded, and while we were

awaiting the decision of those Missouri miners, we

should have decided to remain where we were and

build up a town ; and even while the reek of battle still

hung thick in the air, we agreed that the place should

be known as Fountain City, naming it after the river.

I remember well that Mr. Middleton declared that

he would defend his own in the new town against all

oppression, that it would in time become a prosper-

ous city, and that we who had fought to save our corn

would ever be known as its founders.

At that time all of us believed that we would do as

he had said, and yet before many months passed, we

came reluctantly to the belief that it would be better

to look for another location, even though we had al-

ready ditched the land to such an extent that it would

bring forth boimtiful crops.

THE ENEMY SURRENDERS

We waited until half an hour or more after sunset,

when once again the Missourians came toward us;

but this time they were without weapons and tried

to make it appear as if their intentions were friendly.

They no longer refused to pay for the damage which

had been done. Although outnumbering us three to

one, they had come to realize that we might be able
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to carry out our threat of holding their cattle in pay-

ment for the injury to our crops, and it was absolutely

necessary they should recover the beasts in order to

return to their homes.

They seemed to have only one desire, which was to

make the best bargain possible, and until far into the

night they haggled over the price to be paid, at first

claiming that they were penniless and without sufficient

provisions for the homeward journey; but, later on.

SETH OP COLORADO-
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finding that our people held out stoutly, they ad-

mitted having considerable money with them.

Whether Mr. Middleton held out for as much as we

had counted as our due, I cannot rightly say, but on

the following morning the men paid over for damage

to the growing crops five times as much as we could

have gained from a bountiful harvest in Lawrence,

giving the greater part of the amount in money and

the remainder in goods.

THE PROSPECTORS DEPART

When the Missouriansyokedup their beasts and drove

away, with their wounded in the wagon, the men were

no longer swaggering and insolent, but conducted them-

selves in a fairly decent manner, while I, boy though

I was, felt that we had done a great thing in holding

our own and forcing them to repair the wrong they

had done us.

But now, grown older, I question whether we were

wholly within our rights to hold the cattle. It seems

to me that we should have been justified in killing the

beasts that were trespassing upon our lands, but to

seize them and fight a pitched battle, taking the law

into our own hands, may not have been right, although

at the time we benefited by it, and plumed ourselves

not a little in having- stood off this force, so much

larger than our own, and bringing them to terms. . ;;
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As soon as our troublesome visitors had departed, we
set about repairing the mischief as far as possible,

replanting the hills where the corn had been trampled

down or eaten, and otherwise effacing the evidences of

the struggle.

THE GROWTH OF OUR CITY

As the days wore on, it seemed certain that we might

fulfill the prediction Mr. Middleton had made when he
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said this Fountain City of ours was destined to grow

into a prosperous settlement. Well-meaning men

joined us who had come into the country to make

homes, rather than to seek for gold, adding to our num-

bers day by day until for a full mile on the western

side of the stream, houses such as Mr. Middleton had

built stretched far away into the green of the outly-

ing forest. So rapid was the growth of our city dur-

ing that first summer, that I prophesied that it woxild

within another year outstrip Lawrence.

So, even now, I believe it might have grown and

prospered, but for that great curse, the thirst for gold,

which seized upon our people at intervals, when miners
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coming out disappointed or going into the hUIs full of

hope, told of this lucky find or of that man who,

after only two months of labor, had become fabu-

lously rich.

Despite the fact that we were situated as pleasantly

as any people could desire, and although the lands

were yielding so bountifully that it really seemed as

if one need only to thrust in the seed and then lie at

ease until the crop was ripe for harvest, yet our people,

or some of them at least, yearned to try their "luck"

in the diggings. We might on one day gain four

or five new settlers, to lose on the next day seven or

eight who had gone suddenly mad in their desire to

try mining.

FARMING OR MINING

Surely we tillers of the earth got more wealth out

of it than did those who searched among the MUs,

or in the beds of the streams. There was a steady

sale for everything we raised, owing to the hundreds
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upon hundreds of miners who came through our set-

tlement, and we saw the time before snow came when

we were enabled to seU all the corn

we had raised for fifteen cents a

pound, while potatoes could be

disposed of readUy at from

forty to fifty cents a pound.

Talk about digging for gold !

We who had founded Fountain

City were digging it out of

the earth by the basketful

!

Even the lucky ones

who made what was

called a strike were

not averaging for

their day's labor

half so much as we who depended on the honest labor

of our hands.

MY SHARE or THE HARVEST

Had I staked out a claim for myself and planted

as much of it as I could have handled, I might have

paid for the land many times over from the proceeds

of one half the crops. Yet, as it was, Mr. Middleton

gave me wages in proportion to the prices he received,

so that when the season was ended I had in hand one

hundred and thirty-two doUars; besides this, I
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owned a horse which, having suddenly gone lame, had

been left behind by one of the miners, but which had

grown apparently sound once more.

You will recall that some of the people who journeyed

with us from Lawrence had been attacked by the gold

fever. Finding it was not possible to gain a livelihood

by mining, they hadjWandered here and there seeking

a place for a settlement, until they had come to what

was known as Cherry Creek. There they staked out

claims to one hundred and eighty acres of land on the

east side of the stream, calling the place St. Charles,

and beUeving, as had we of Fountain City, that they

were laying the foundation of a great town.

MR. MIDDLETON GOES ON A JOURNEY

When we had harvested our crops and had sold all

the corn, save what was kept for our own needs, Mr.

Middleton decided to look up our old neighbors, and

leaving me in charge of the house, he departed, making

use of my horse, and agreeing to pay me a dollar a

day for the services of the animal.

In order that the reasons which led us soon after

to abandon Fountain City may be made plain, I

must go ahead somewhat in my story, and repeat

what Mr. Middleton told his wife and me when he

came back from the journey to the new town of

St. Charles.
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It appears that when he arrived at Cherry Creek

he found that our people from Lawrence, having

grown homesick, or having again been attacked by

the gold fever, had deserted their claims, some of

them making for the mountains, and others returning

to Lawrence with the intention of coming back in the

spring.

At about this time, or it may have been before the

people abandoned St. Charles, a company of men from

Iowa came into the Colorado countrj-, and decided to
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settle on the west bank of Cherry Creek, When Mr.

Middleton arrived there and found that his old neigh-

bors were no longer in the vicinity, the new settlement,

Auraria, had already taken on the appearance of a

real town, and it was such a likely place for a city that

emigrants were gathering there rapidly.

AURARIA AND DENVER

Mr. Middleton became possessed of the idea that

by settling down in this new town as a trader he

might make more money than if he remained in Foun-

tain City farming. While he was turning his new

project over in his mind, a company of men arrived

from Leavenworth.

Instead of buying land within the limits of Auraria,

these people went across to the settlement of St. Charles,

which I have said had been abandoned for the tiine be-

ing by those who first staked out the claim, and took

possession of it, as a Colorado man would say, "by

jumping the claim." In other words, although this

land had been taken up in due form and several

buildings erected, it was not then occupied, and

the newcomers gave no heed to the previous owners,

but claimed that the land was theirs by right of

possession.

Then they renamed the place Denver, in honor of the

governor of Kansas,
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MR. MIDDLETON TURNS TRADER

After he had explained all this in such simple lan-

guage that I came somewhere near understanding it,

Mr. Middleton broached the thoughts which must have

been in his mind for some time, by declaring his pur-

pose of giving up farming. He proposed to leave his

claim in Fountain City, and to set himself up as a

merchant in one or the other of the Cherry Creek towns,

leaning, however, to Auraria.

It seemed to him, as it did to me, that those who had

settled in Auraria came nearer to owning the land than

did those in Denver, and that it was not unlikely se-

rious trouble might arise when those men who had

staked out the town of St. Charles, returned to take

possession of it once more.

At first I supposed it was Mr. Middleton's purpose

to leave me behind and I was half glad that such

should be the case, for I said to myself that I would

hold his land and house, and thus become in truth a

farmer, with sufficient backing to enable me to hire

laborers and to put all the acres within the limits of

the claim under cultivation.

Mr. Middleton may have guessed the thought

in my mind, for he went on gravely, before giving

his wife time to express her opinion of his new
scheme :

—
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MR. MIDDLETOn'S PLAN

"It is not possible, Seth, that we can continue to

sell corn and potatoes at such prices as we have been

receiving. There are many more people taking up

land to make homes for themselves in Colorado than

there were last spring, all of whom,

learning of our success, are bent

on trying the same ven-

ture. Therefore I predict

that by the time an-

other harvest comes,

farm produce will be

selling at somewhat near

its real value."

"Even though that

be true, sir, can we not

reap a richer harvest

than on any farm

you know of in Kan-

sas?"

"Ay, lad, if you are inclined to give all your life to

farming, it will be possible to succeed fairly well;

but I have a notion that he who sets himself up as a

merchant now, while people are flocking here by him-

dreds and by thousands to build up new cities, will

have a fair chance of prospering exceedingly. Whoever
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has goods to sell such as the newcomers are needing,

will double or treble his money at the cost of less labor

and less danger than a bare livelihood can be earned

here in Fountain City. You have nearly three hun-

dred dollars in cash; invest it with me, taking such

proportion of the profits of the business as your capi-

tal entitles you to, and we will set up a store together

in Auraria."

DECIDING A WEIGHTY PROBLEM

As a matter of course I was greatly flattered at his

offer to make a partner of me; but I was too young

and inexperienced to grasp fully the advantages of

his scheme.

It seemed to me well-nigh impossible that we could

get goods so far out in the wilderness, haying them

hauled by ox teams such a distance as would be neces-

sary, and sell them at any great profit, because of the

heavy cost of bringing- them over the trail.

As he went on with the details of his plan, however,

and proved that there was small likelihood of my los-

ing the little horde which I was depending upon for

my start in life, the scheme began to look more at-

tractive, andwhen he ended I glanced at Mrs. Middleton.

She, reading the question in my eyes, said quickly :

—

"I do not beHeve, Seth, that it would be well for

you to remain here alone. Even though Fountain
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City has grown rapidly, those who know best are not

indined to beUeve that it will continue to prosper.

My firm opinion is, it would be better for you to cast in

your lot with us, for I have come to look upon you as

one of the family."

I trembled at the thought of venturing my small

store of money, for if it should be lost, I would be

penniless, and even worse off, because in that new

town of Auraria there was little chance I could

stake out such a claim as I already had at Fountain

City.

Yet because of their friendly urging I agreed to the

plan readily, and thus, instead of continuing as a

farmer, as I had always hoped to, be, I came to be as

feverishly eager to adventure in the new business as

I had ever been to search for gold when that fever

was upon me, and repeatedly begged Mr. Middleton

to make no delay in setting off to buy goods.

I BECOME MR. MIDDLETON'S PARTNER

Before he left Fountain City all the details of the

partnership between us were agreed upon. I was to

surrender into his keeping my precious savings, which

amounted at that time to two hundred and ninety-

three dollars. In addition, I was to put in my horse

at a valuation of one hundred dollars, and instead of

demanding from Mr. Middleton the price of a dollar a
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day which he had agreed to pay me for the use of the

animal, the hire was roughly reckoned at half cost,

or, in other words, I was given credit for the sum of

four hundred dollars in this new concern, which was to

be known as "Middleton & Wagner."

The thought that my name would some day appear

painted upon a sign over a shop doorway, as being a

partner with Mr. Middleton, made me feel as if I had

already attained to a man's estate.

Indeed from the time I learned what the name of

the new firm was to be, no one could have persuaded

me to keep to my chosen career of farming. I was

puffed up quite a bit with pride, and at night, alone in

the dark with no one to hear me, I practiced repeating

again and again the name of "Middleton & Wagner,"

until I fancied I could read it in golden letters upon a

black ground, in some conspicuous place, where every

one might see and admire it.

Fortunately, perhaps, I had little time to indulge

in dreams, for work was plenty.

Mr. Middleton needed slight urging from me to

set off for Leavenworth without delay to buy such

goods as could be sold to the best advantage in a

new country. When he had gone, it fell to me to move

the family with all our belongings from Fountain City

to Auraria, where we were to live in the wagon until

the return of my partner.
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PREPARATIONS FOR A CHANGE OP HOMES

If there had been any grief in my heart at leaving

our first settlement, it would have been soothed when

I saw our neighbors also making prepara-

tions to leave; but my mind was too

deeply stirred by the excitement of de-

parture to leave place for sorrow.

Two had decided to join the gold

seekers, and the

others, learning /\^\\y

that it was Mr. ,^^1|
Middleton's pur-

pose to move to

Auraria, immediately announced their intention of

accompanying him. Within a week after the firm of

"Middleton & Wagner" had come into existence, we
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who could rightfully be called the original settlers of

Fountain City were making ready to leave it.

Because there were three families of us journeying

in company to the new town, I had less anxiety than

would otherwise have been the case. Those neigh-

bors of ours, more experienced in such matters than a

lad of my age, at once took charge of affairs after Mr.

Middleton had left for Leavenworth, and I was called

upon to do no more than obey orders, which suited me

better than a position of greater responsibiUty.

Once more we set off on the trail, this time, however,

with brighter dreams even than when we departed

from Lawrence, and I felt certain that at last the time

had come when I could take my place among men

as a man and not as a boy.

I shall not delay my story by telling how we fared,

sleeping in the wagons at night with no thought of

danger, and having with us only as many cattle as

could be picketed near at hand, where the grass was

so abundant that there was little risk of their straying.

THE ARRIVAL AT AURARIA

It was hardly more than a pleasant summer excur-

sion, and when we came within sight of the two towns of

Auraria and Denver, I said to myself, and repeated it

to Mrs. Middleton, that we were certainly wise in com-

ing to a place through which must pass all the people
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who were rushing into the country, either in search

of gold or of homes.

I thought joyfully that we had found here the one

spot above all others in this Colorado country that would

prove most to our advantage, and when we drew up the

wagons in a circle that night, within 9, short half mile

from the outermost shanties of the settlement, I was

almost too excited to sleep.

Who would choose to be a very successful farmer,

when he might have his name emblazoned in golden

letters on a signboard proclaiming him, for all the world

to see, as one of the merchants of Auraria ?

We were not the only people who encamped about

those two settlements. I believe there were at least

three hundred wagons in sight when I unyoked the

SETH OF COLORADO-
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oxen at the close of the day's work, and within a wide

radius on all sides were white tents dotting the plain

until it looked as if a mighty army had come up to

besiege the new settlers.

THE TOWN or DENVER

As has already been said, Mr. Middleton and I had

decided that Auraria was the settlement in which we

would set up our shop, because it seemed as if we stood

less chance there of being molested, and yet we made a

mistake, as can be told by what I read in print very

shortly after the sign of "Middleton & Wagner" had

been nailed up over a building containing a stock of

hardware and carpenter's materials.

This is what was set down concerning Denver,

which was once called St. Charles, copied word for

word as Mr. John Cotton Dana wrote it, lest you

should think I have been drawing a long bow:—

-

"Denver was a rival of Auraria. Her supremacy

was settled early in 1859 by thirty wagons which came

up the Platte and unloaded their merchandise on the

Denver side of Cherry Creek. In the spring of 1859

a large company, perhaps one thousand, were encamped

in and about the new town. The Pikes Peak excite-

ment became intense. A new gold fever was on. Mr.

Wilham M. Byers reached Denver April 21, 1859,

with a printing outfit, and issued the first number of the
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first paper printed in Colorado April 23d. On his way

across he met the returning tide. Report said one

hundred and fifty thousand started that spring across

the plains; fifty thousand turned back; one hundred

thousand went on to the mountains; not over forty

thousand of them stayed. The early months of 1859

were troublous times ; the foolish, reckless gold seekers,

set west on half knowledge, tried to lay the blame

for their folly on the shoulders of others. Gold in

paying quantities was as yet far from common."

Well, of course, we were not able to look ahead to

see the day when Auraria would be swallowed by

Denver, but settled ourselves on the outskirts of the
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town, looking about for a claim where we might build

a store. I took it upon myself to search for a location,

and if opportunity had offered I would have bought

any piece of land at a reasonable price, without waiting

for Mr. Middleton's opinion.

WE HIRE A SHOP

Perhaps it was fortunate that I did not succeed,

for by the time he came back with information that

he had arranged for the p,^

While we were

still making out to live in the wagons, disappointed

prospectors came pouring into the settlement like a

flood in springtime, the greater number of whom
appeared to have no juster idea of the rights of others

than had those people from Missouri who attacked us

at Fountain City.
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With nothing to do save care for the cattle night and

morning, moving them about from place to place to

find fresh pasturage, it was only natural I should hear

and see everything that was going on, and that I should

become almost a part of those two tides which were

surging, one towards the mountains and the other

away from them.

From the newcomers I heard only hopeful talk of

gold which had been found in various localities, or

I listened to the threats of these disappointed ones

who declared they would take it out of the men who

had lured them from their homes.

I REGRET HAVING TURNED MERCHANT

Hardly any one kept a level head, and even though

my mind's eye could still discern that sign with the

golden letters which proclaimed me a merchant and

a man of standing among men, I often regretted that

we had abandoned the claim at Fountain City where,

although we might not have been able to gather in

great wealth, we could have Uved honestly and so-

berly. No one had urged us to move from Foun-

tain City to Auraria; there was no reason, save our

own will, why we should have done so; but having

come, I felt pledged to stand by my decision like a man.

The looked-for day of Mr. Middleton's return at

last arrived, and we hired a log building, putting up
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over the door no gaudy sign such as I had dreamed

of, but a roughhewn plank with the names, "Middleton

& Wagner," painted on it in the rudest of letters.

Yet I surveyed it with swelling pride, never entering

the doorway without stopping for an instant to crane

my neck and gaze up at that name which showed

without doubt that I had at last attained to manhood.

HOW WE TRANSPORTED OUR GOODS

Mr. Middleton had found it a difficult job to get

transportation for the goods which he bought in Leaven-

worth. All the wagon trains setting out from that place

to the Colorado country were loaded with the goods of

the emigrants, and so strong was the tide of people set-

ting toward the mines that any one who could not

command a team of his own was forced to seek

high and low, and end by paying extravagant prices
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to people who would consent to carry his goods over

the trail.

Those crazy prospectors offered to pay almost any

price to get their goods hauled, acting more like mad-

men than like sensible citizens, for it seemed as if they

believed that an hour earlier

in arriving at the mines

would make them rich

beyond the dreams of

avarice, while by delay-

ing ever so short a time,

they might lose all

chance of getting their

share of the gold

which nature had

hidden so cunningly.

Mr. Middleton had

been able to arrange for

hauling only a part of the

merchandise he had bought,

trusting that the remainder would be forwarded as

soon as might be possible. Thus, when our place of

business was first opened, we had only the skeleton of

a stock of goods; but yet it made a beginning, and

gave me the pleasure of regarding myself as a real

merchant.

When I learned that we must wait many a long day
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before getting our shop in proper order, it seemed to me

that many chances were sUpping by us. I had become

somewhat Hke those would-be gold seekers who counted

every moment precious; and I might have fretted

until I had become a nuisance to those around me, had

not Mr. Middleton one day reproved me :
—

MR. MIDDLETON'S ADVICE

"Take things calmly, Seth, my boy. Weeks, per-

haps months, will go by before this vast army of gold

seekers will be able to return to their homes. The time

is not yet ripe for us to sell our building material,

because thousands upon thousands of people now at

the mines must come to the realization that gold is not

to be had simply by reaching out one's hand, before

they will be ready to turn their attention to making

homes and settling down to sober employment. When
they have once decided to remain here to help build

up this land, we shall find our customers. So sit you

quiet, Seth, and while we are waiting we must fill in

our time with building a home for the family, because

we shall not be satisfied to live in a wagon all our

days."

Our shop was on that side of the creek which had

been named Auraria, and it seemed natural that we

should build a home near by ; but failing to find any

place which could be purchased at a reasonable price,
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Mr. Middleton crossed the creek into the younger

settlement of Denver. There, from a friend, he

bought sufficient land for a home, a lot nearly two him-

dred feet square, and although situated in another town,

it was not so far from our place of business that we

would need spend much time walking to and fro.

Twenty miles away was a sawmill that had been set

up by a Mr. Oakes, on the bank of Plum Creek, and

there it was
^^ possible for us to

procure lumber, if we could

find means of hauling it.

This was well within our power, for Mr.

Middleton still owned the four yoke of cattle which

had drawn our wagons from Fountain City, there-

fore I set about working as teamster, while -he

played carpenter to the best of his abihty, hiring

now and then to help him a man who, returning
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penniless from the gold fields, had been forced to

turn his hand to whatever he might, in order to

provide food for himself.

I shall not undertake to set down here how we built

this home, the second one set up by us since we left

Kansas, for it happened that I knew very Httle about it.

THE TIDE OF EMIGRATION

The reason for my ignorance sounds more like a

fairy tale than sober truth, and yet there is nothing

in it which may not be proved by any man who

lived either in Denver or in Auraria during the year

1859.

I have quoted already the words of another regard-

ing the human tide which rolled toward the mines and

then back again, therefore it is but repetition when

I say that no less than sixty thousand men came back

from their gold seeking disappointed, and very many
hundreds of them, perhaps thousands, had loaded

their wagons with goods of various kinds, counting

on selling them in the mines, where it was supposed

gold would be so plentiful.

Having become discouraged, however, all this vast

army, grown homesick, turned their faces toward the

Missouri River, or whatever portion of the country

they came from, and rather than haul back the goods

with which their carts were laden, actually threw the
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merchandise away on the road. The cattle, neglected

to the verge of starvation while the owners were off

gold digging, were in no fit condition to haul heavy-

loads the distance of five or six hundred miles which

lay between them and the more thickly settled country.

These people, and there were thousands of them,

had become so disheartened and longed so ardently

for home, that their minds had only the desire to get

out of the country into which they claimed they had

been lured by falsehood, and to accomplish this they

were ready to sacrifice everything.

I am telling no more than the plain truth when I say

that the trail from the diggings down to Denver was

lined with goods of every description which had been

abandoned by the owners.
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FINDING GOODS BY THE ROADSIDE

I had had ample evidence of this while hauling

lumber from Plum Creek, and when I had brought in

three loads, which made up sufficient material with

which to close in a fairly good-sized house, I suggested

to Mr. Middleton that money could be made by
driving along the trail and gathering up this aban-

doned property.

I proffered my suggestion with some timidity, be-
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lieving he would call me foolish for imagining it might

be profitable to pick up what others had thrown away

;

but greatly to my surprise he grasped at the idea eagerly,

and declared that instead of taking time just then to

finish putting up the house, he would join me.

To furnish Mrs. Middleton and the children with

shelter in our absence, he bought a canvas tent from

one of the returning prospectors, and there we left

the good woman and the boys, while we set out on this

new venture, closing for the time being our shop with

its incomplete stock of goods.

Six times we drove out from Auraria, over a distance

of not more than forty miles, and six times did we

return with our wagon loaded to its utmost capacity,

having picked up from the waysidfe, without paying

a single dollar for it, valuable stuff which would in

due time command a ready sale at the settlement.

When the last load had been brought in, by which

I mean the last which we could afford to go in search

of, because the remainder of our stock of goods had by

now been carted from Leavenworth, Mr. Middleton,

roughly figuring up the results of our labor, announced

that we had at least doubled our capital, or in other

words, instead of owning four hundred dollars' worth

of goods as I had when he made the purchase at Leaven-

worth, I could count myself as having eight hundred

dollars invested.
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It was a handsome profit for a boy of my age, when

nothing save the labor of his hands and the use of the

oxen were to be balanced against it.

GOLD IN COLORADO

It is possible I have made it appear as if there was no

gold to be found in the country of Colorado, and that

all who went among the mountains were disappointed

in their quest.

This, however, is not the fact, although it is true

that the majority of the gold seekers failed of success.

Here and there wonderful finds were made, and it was

these occasional discoveries which caused the fever to

continue.
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Word would come to us in Auraria that a gold-

bearing quartz vein had been discovered, and while this

brought luck to possibly four or five men out of two

hundred thousand, the story sped eastward until

rumor had it that every man had made a lucky strike.

Now and then, at intervals of

perhaps a week or ten days, we

would get definite word that

rich lodes had been found,

and then those people

who had come back

from the mines dis-

appointed, but who

still had suffi-

cient money

for the

necessary

expenses,

would turn "'^'^

their faces once

more toward Pikes Peak,

perhaps only to be disappointed again, or, in very few

cases, to succeed finally.

It was the good fortune of the few which kept the

general excitement up to fever pitch, while the failure

of the many caused one town and another to spring

suddenly up, for the wiser ones realized that wealth
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was to be gained in this land of Colorado, even though

it could be better won by raising crops than by delving

in the earth.

I knew of perhaps half a dozen men who were mak-

ing themselves wondrously rich through fortunate dis-

coveries of gold, and I saw thousands upon thousands,

who, having spent every dollar they had brought with

them from the east, were returning home disappointed

and hopeless, declaring that all the tales told about this

country were imtrue, and that they had been persuaded

by false reports to risk their all in a fruitless venture.

HOW THE CITIES GREW

I shall not weary you by any long recountal of the

troubles and annoyances which beset the firm of

"Middleton & Wagner"; but rather I shall describe

how the country became settled around us.

Let me set down what I have since read regarding

our settlement of Auraria, and the making of this

country of Colorado.

In his account of the events of this year of 1859

Bancroft, the historian, writes :

—

"Those who returned to the states carried reports

sufficiently confirmed by the gold exhibited, to re-

arouse the gold fever, causing an emigration the fol-

lowing summer equal to, if not exceeding, that of

1859. The settlements already founded were greatly
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enlarged, and new ones made both in the mining and
agricultural districts. Over six hundred miles of road

from the Missouri to the mountains, a stream of wealth

rolled in, which was expected to flow back again in a

stream of gold dust a few months later.

"Fortunately for the prosperity of Colorado at this

period, there was nothing to interrrupt the influx

of people or of property. The freight trains of Russell

and Major dragged their winding lengths along the

Arkansas or Smoky Hill route day after day, bring-

ing cargoes of goods, which were stored at their de-

pots and sold to retail merchants on their own acccount,

or carrying the goods of others. Many thousand

wagons stretched in a continuous line along the Platte

also, from its mouth to its source. Prices were neces-
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sarily high, and likewise high because everybody

who had anything to sell desired to become rich out of

it without loss of time. Mail facilities were introduced,

and more, quickly than could have been anticipated,

correspondence with the east became established."

A POST OFFICE IN AXIRARIA

This company which Mr. Russell and Mr. Major

formed was got together early in the year 1859 for the

purpose of running a stage line from Leavenworth to

Denver to carry the mail. The concern was called

the Leavenworth and Pikes Peak Express Company,

and it charged, as extra postage on each letter, twenty-

five cents, leaving the mail at the post office of Auraria

and other towns.
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The postmaster at Leavenworth deUvered all mail

matter for Pikes Peak to this express company, so

long as they would carry it without expense to the

government.

Therefore almost as soon as a dozen or more settle-

ments had sprung up, we had a post office in our town

of Auraria, and not only that, but we could calculate

on receiving letters to and from Leavenworth and be-

yond at least once every week.

LETTERS FROM HOME

How often have I stood in our shop door watching

those homesick miners as they waited for the coming

of Russell and Major's teams, hoping to receive let-

ters from kinsmen and friends in the East, and per-

haps also expecting to receive remittances so that

they might be able to return to their homes wiser,

and certainly sadder, men.

At such times when we had reason to believe the

wagon was near at hand, the street near the post

office would be thronged with anxious-looking, ex-

pectant men, many of whom I have seen trembling

as with an ague fit, while watching the postmaster

sort out the mail matter for deUvery.

Then long lines would be formed, reaching far up the

street, the men waiting patiently, moving pace by pace,

being perhaps two or three hours before they could
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gain the post-ofl&ce window, to find, in many cases,

that there was nothing for them. I have seen men,

who had failed to receive any word from the loved

ones at home, turn away with heartsickness written

plainly on their faces.

You must bear in mind that we of Auraria considered

our town much the more important of the two, because

we had a post office and Russell and Major's storehouses,

while Denver claimed no such elegances of civiliza-

tion. They on the east side of the creek, however,

had a hotel, not much better to be sure than a log build-
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ing with a canvas roof, perhaps thirty feet wide and

a hundred feet long; but nevertheless it was a hotel,

and we in Auraria were decidedly jealous because we
could boast of no such structure.

HOW OUR BUSINESS FLOURISHED

The firm of "Middleton & Wagner" had no reason

to complain of slack business. From the day when

we got the last of our stock from Leavenworth and were

fitted up with a full line of building materials, together

with the somewhat scanty stock of provisions and gen-

eral merchandise which I had gathered from the trail,

we had all the work we could handle, and I knew

without Mr. Middleton's telling me that we were making

handsome profits on all we sold, even though the cost

of freighting the goods five or six hundred miles had

been very heavy.

We received double, yes, treble, sometimes quad-
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ruple, what we had paid for our wares, and better still

got the returns in cash, for there was no merchant

in either Auraria or Denver who would have been so

reckless as to give credit to those people who were

shifting to and fro like a herd of stampeded cattle,

having no regular abiding place.

One day the rush was all toward the mines, and again

the tide turned eastward. People moved from one

place to another restlessly, and we shopkeepers in

the two settlements made rich profits from the gold

madness, taking heed meanwhile that it did not

attack us.

As time passed, house after house was built in Den-

ver and Auraria. The dwellings were not such as would

be found in the east. They were built, as a rule, of

Cottonwood logs, with only one story, no floors, and

never a pane of glass among them all.

Many had what we called "mud and brush" roofs,

which were made by laying the branches of trees

over the logs, and plastering them thickly with mud,

a method which required less labor than putting up a

roof of sods.

As many of the miners had settled down in this lo-

cation or that, where sufficient gold could be found to

pay fair wages, our two settlements grew with amaz-

ing speed ; but it caused me many a pang to see Den-

ver increasing more rapidly than our own city.
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DENVER OUTSTRIPPING AURARIA

Unquestionably the settlement on the east side of

the creek was better situated than ours, and one

after another the shops were moved from Auraria

across the stream, until, when the. Denver hotel was

built, we on the west side were forced to admit that

the time must come when we should be compelled to

join hands with the rival town.

Built on the two banks of the creek, there was nothing

save the narrow stream to divide our settlements,

and it was only common sense which prompted the

first proposition made by the people to xinite in one

city.

CLAIM JUMPING

A matter which troubled us all— for by this time

I considered myself on a footing with any man in

either town because of being Mr. Middleton's part-

ner— was the jumping of claims.
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I have already tried to define what I mean by this

term, and I will again strive to make the matter clear.

When a man goes into a new country he stakes out his

claim, that is to say, he locates himself upon land

which no one owns, and drives down his stakes to mark

out a farm, or a town lot, as the case may be.

After this has been done, he waits until the people

have formed a government of some kind, and when

land offices have been opened he "makes an entry,"

that is to say, he reports to the officials in the land

office the boundary lines of his claim.

Until a claim has been properly recorded, the would-

be owner must live on the land in order to hold posses-

sion, or at least that was the unwritten law in the

country where we then were.

It often happens that a man, having entered a claim

and put up a shanty to shelter him from the weather,

goes off on business and leaves his claim unguarded

for a time, as those people did who first laid out the

settlement of the town then called St. Charles, but

which is now known as Denver.

When the rightful owner is gone other men come,

and, finding the shanty abandoned, even though it be

for only a short time, settle down there, and this act is

called "jumping" the claim. When the one who had

originally laid out the boundary lines comes back, he finds

others in possession, whereupon much trouble ensues.
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THE CLAIM CLUB

Now because there came up, day after day, compli-

cations caused by this claim jumping, a number of

men of Denver banded themselves together in what
they called a Claim Club, the members being bound to

defend the original settlers of the land against the

squatters.

There was no written law in all this matter, because

we had as yet no regularly organized government

;

but people took affairs into their own hands, setthng

the claims as if they really constituted a court of law,

and in this way trouble was as a rule averted.

Mr. Middleton made a point of joining this club,

so that there might be no danger of the claim which he

had bought in the Denver settlement being disputed

by claim jumpers.

To those who have never gone into a new country,

the idea that a man's land may be taken from him by

force seems almost ridiculous, and yet such wrong was

often done, so that to us on the banks of Cherry Creek

it was of the utmost importance that we should have

some semblance of law.

Before coming to Colorado I had never realized how

sorely people need the machinery of government. It

had always seemed to me that a governor, a legislature,

a sheriff, and judges were of no great importance to
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peaceable citizens, except as they served to make up

what we call a state. Perhaps I looked upon a govern-

ment as an ornament, rather than as a necessity.

But once I came to a place where there was no one

authorized to assure equal justice to all, I began to

understand that the machinery of a state was fully

as necessary as churches and schools. In fact, I learned

for the first time what is meant by government ; how

nearly it affects the least among us, and how exceedingly

diflficult it is for a community to get along without cer-

tain forms as the means of enforcing good behavior

upon its citizens.

THE TURKEY WAR

This was impressed upon my mind even more strongly

when there broke out among us what was known as the

Turkey War.

What with that vast host passing through our set-

tlement on their way to the mines, and disappointed

ones returning, we frequently had among us reckless

men, who, knowing they were in a country where there

was no form of law to restrain them, acted oftentimes

in as high-handed a way as did the Missourians who

fed their cattle upon our com, and tried to supply

their needs by force from those who were weaker than

they.

It chanced that a party of hunters from the southern
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portion of what was known as the Territory of Jeffer-

son, came in with a large number of wild turkeys

to sell, arriving at Auraria at a time when there was

a greater number than usual of ruined, reckless men
loafing about the settlement. These last— some of

them, perhaps, not having money with which to buy

food— set upon the hunters and

took, or stole, if you please,

before the owners' eyes the

greater nurnber of the

turkeys.

It was only natural

that the hunters should

defend their property,

and the better

class of citizens,

both in Denver and

Auraria, joined forces

with the men who had

been robbed, to drive the outlaws from the town.

The result of it was that all the lawless people com-

bined against the hunters, and against our citizens

who strove to see justice done them, and during three

or four days the two parties were actually arrayed

against each other.

They would have fought to the death but for the

cooler heads among us, who insisted that there must
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be no such blot upon the settlements as that we

shot down people without due cause, and finally

this Turkey War was brought to an end by our

driving from the two towns the ringleaders of these

ruffians.

Following this example, the Claim Club of Denver

took up a similar line of action, and notified the claim

jumpers that they must leave the settlements, or

suffer such punishment as would be dealt out by those

whom they had wronged.

THE NEED OF ORGANIZED GOVERNMENT

This last was not accomplished without serious dis-

turbance. More than once there were encounters

between members of the Claim Club and the claim

jumpers, wherein weapons were discharged and blood

shed, although no lives were taken.

It was fortunate for us who had settled in Auraria

and Denver with the intention of making our homes

there, that we had cool-headed men among us, who were

determined there should be no lawlessness in either

settlement, so far as it could be avoided.

While stories of bloody affrays in different lo-

calities of the mining country were commonly heard,

our own settlements were free from such scenes, until

one day when a desperate man, named Carl Wood,

made an attack upon Mr. Myers of the Rocky Moun-
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tain News, attempting to kill him because of some-

thing that had been pubhshed in his paper.

Wood was ejected from the settlement, as the claim

jumpers and the turkey stealers had been ; but when
a man by the name of James Gordon deliberately

killed Jacob Gantz, our people at once organized a

provisional court, appointing a judge and selecting

a jury of twelve citizens, to try the prisoner for his

life.

After this semblance of a government, for it was only

a semblance, the citizens set about ridding the settle-

ments of other undesirable individuals, and in several

cases such severe punishment was dealt out that it

began to seem as if we should be able to govern our-
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selves without going through the form of electing

legislatures and establishing courts.

During all this time I heard much discussion of the

benefits of a territorial government, preparatory to

the entrance of Colorado into the Union as a state
;

but that was a matter in which I took little interest,

it shames me to say, for even with all these examples

of law breaking, I failed to realize how essential it was

to our future prosperity that we should settle all ques-

tions by proper legal procedure.

THE UNION or DENVER AND AURA.RIA

The one subject which interested me, outside the

selling of goods, was the discussion as to whether

Auraria and Denver should unite as one settlement.

We on the west side of the creek believed Denver

ought to be absorbed into the town of Auraria,

while the east-siders formed an opinion directly

contrary.

We of Auraria could not but acknowledge that

Denver had grown more rapidly than our settlement.

The best of our business men were already moving across

the creek. In Denver, they had a hotel, a newspaper,

and, what was more to the purpose, a school had been

established, as well as a church. Struggle against the

idea as we might, in time we were forced to admit that

we were the ones who must yield to Denver, not the
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people of Denver to us, and thus the matter was ulti-

mately settled.

I was one of the company of business men of Aura-

ria who crossed the bridge to meet the citizens of

the east side, there agreeing that the two settlements

should become one, which should be known by the

name of Denvek

Shortly after, we held a meeting of all the citizens,

I voting as if already a man grown, and the following

order, or law, Whichever you choose to call it, was

passed, thus legally, so far as was within our power,

making one towti on both sides of the creek:

—

" Whereas the towns at and near the mouth of Cherry

River are, and of rights ought to be, one, therefore, be it
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"Resolved, that from this time Auraria proper shall

be known as Denver city, west division, and we hereby

authorize the board of directors to change the name on

the plat accordingly."

WHAT OTHERS THOUGHT OF US

I have seen our two settlements described as fol-

lows :

—

"Denver and Auraria were separated by Cherry

Creekj at that time a very insignificant stream, which

had a flow of water in the spring from ten to twenty

feet wide and about six inches deep. The high water

continued two or three months, after which it diminished

to a sUvery, threadlike current. The rise and fall

of the stream were considered of so httle consequence

that houses were built close to the water's brink,

many in the channel itself. Two flattened pine logs,

with a rough board railing, formed a footbridge

from bank to bank. A flour barrel had been

sunk at this point, which supphed the citizens with

water."

To my mind, flushed with pride as I was at being

counted a full-fledged merchant, Auraria appeared one

of the principal towns in the United States, and the

rough plank bridge so slightingly mentioned in the

paragraph above, a structure more beautiful than any

I had then seen, possibly because one end of it was
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within thirty yards of that doorway over which hung

the sign bearing the words "Middleton & Wagner."

Within a few days after we had become one town,

even I ceased to regret the fact that Auraria had dis-

appeared to give place to Denver, for matters moved

with rapidity and to our advantage. A meeting of

the citizens was at once called to make laws for

better government. A regular court, which we called

the People's Court, was estabUshed. We elected J. C.

Moore mayor, and Major Downing judge; we had

a city council; we assessed and collected taxes, and

when those things were done it really seemed -'as if

we were what we claimed to be, the chief totyn in

the Territory of Jefferson.

THE TERRITORY OF COLORADO

Not long after this the Congress of the United States

suddenly discovered that a nation had been born among

the mountains, and voted that it should be called the

Territory of Colorado.

President Lincoln appointed William Gilpin our first

governor, and we early pioneers into the wilderness

rejoiced exceedingly, because now at last we had a

place among the states, and could hope that in time

we might be admitted to the Union on an equal

footing with the older colonies. It was a matter

of great pride to me that I, Seth Wagner, had
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had a hand in its making, for as our boundaries

were marked out by the law makers of Washington,

the Territory of Colorado comprised one hundred

and four thousand, five hundred square miles, or in

as other words sixty-

six million, eight

hundred and

eighty thousand

acres of land.

Think of that

for a territory, and then say whether a lad might not

be excused if he was proud of being among the fore-

most to bring such a vast country as this to the

notice of the eastern states !

From this time on, and with good cause, we called
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our settlements a city, and God has permitted me to

live to see them change from a collection of rude cotton-

wood log buildings, to as sightly a city as can be found

from ocean to ocean, boasting of people who are as

loyal to it as these earliest settlers.

STRIVING POR GOOD CITIZENSHIP

During all this time while Denver was waxing

vigorous, the firm of "Middleton & Wagner" flourished

wonderfully, and at times I beheved that helping hands

were held out to us because I, the junior partner,

was the youngest man in the settlement.

It may be, however, that I took overmuch to my-

self, for all our people of Denver were kind to each other

in those early days. Each realized fully that if our town

was to grow as we would have it grow, we must dwell

together in peace and harmony, observing so fdr as

lay within our power the precepts of the Golden Rule.

I am not trying to make it appear that we were model

people, for there was much crime among us ; but those

who had the best interests of the city at heart did all

they could to keep out desperate and ruined pros-

pectors or ne'er-do-wells, who cared nothing either for

gold digging or for gaining a living by honest means,

but who seemed to think that because our settlement

was on the very edge of the wilderness, it might afford

them opportunity to ply their evil trades.
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The greater number of the merchants had shifted

from that quarter of Denver which some of us still

called Auraria over to the other side of the creek,

because the largest buildings were there and the great-

est activity of business; but "Middleton & Wagner"

held to their first location.

As Mr. Middleton said^, we had prospered so far be-

yond our expectations in our log warehouse that it

would be like flying in the face of Fortune to desert

it, and when our capital was sufficiently increased, we

purchased the site on which the rude structure stood,

in order to put up a building that would be an ornament

to our growing city.

CIVIL WAR BREAKS OUT

At about the time our first governor was appointed,

war broke out between the northern and the southern

states. We on the frontier had but little actual con-

cern in that terrible conflict, save that there was urgent

danger, as we understood full well, that the Indians,

realizing that at such a crisis the government at Wash-

ington could pay but Kttle heed to an outlying city,

might take it into their heads to work mischief.

Therefore, instead of giving a deep interest to the

conflict between the north and the south, our atten-

tion was directed almost entirely to keeping an eye on

the Indian tribes close at hand. We paid more heed
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to rumors which reached us regarding what the savages

were doing than concerning this or that great battle

which had been fought so far away from us; but our

people of Colorado

responded heartily

when the govern-

ment called upon

all states and terri-

tories to raise troops for

the army, and therefore

our share in the terrors

of that awful war was

mainly the departing of our volunteers from time to

time for some post of danger.

We had one taste of the war, however, in a small

way, when McKee, the Texan, with forty or more
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desperate followers, made an unsuccessful attempt to

enter Denver, under the pretense of being a member of

the southern army, which he never was.

NEED or A JAIL

Fortunately for us, our volunteers were not only

quick in profiting by their training but courageous

as well, and these scalawags were promptly arrested.

It was then that we realized the urgent need of a jail,

although those of us who lived in the older settle-

ment of Auraria argued desperately, yet vainly, against

the putting up of such a building on our side of the

creek.

At the time, we felt it almost unfair for all the

improvements to be made on the opposite bank,

while we, who had had quite as much of a hand as

the east-siders in the making of the city, were allotted

that most hateful of all government buildings, a

jail.

What with attending to my share of the business of

"Middleton & Wagner," taking an active part in the

affairs of the city, and lending a ready ear to rumors of

Indian uprisings, or of the contemplated campaign

which was to be made into New Mexico by our Colorado

troops, I had my hands full enough during those trou-

blous times, and each day, I must admit, I came to con-

sider myself of more and more importance.
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DENVER IN FLAMES

One night in the year 1863 I heard from the oppo-

site side of the creek an alarm of fire, and out of cu-

riosity, rather than because I believed any serious

danger threatened, I got up

in a leisurely fashion and

went out to see what steps

were being taken to extin-

guish the flames.

It was then near to

two o'clock in the morn-

ing; but since

the day my
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name had appeared in company with Mr. Middleton's,

it had been my custom to wake at four, and I said to

myself, as I went down to the bridge to see what

might be going on, that I had two hours to spare

before it would be time to begin the business of the

day, therefore I could well afEord to gratify my

curiosity.

There was little business done during the next twenty-

four hours, save that of fighting the flames and en-

deavoring to save the property of our neighbors from

destruction, for every man, and even the women and

children, labored for the common good.

Before the dawn had fully come, the entire eastern

section was in flames, and because we had nothing with

which to fight the fiery monster, save buckets and such

utensils as could be used for carrying water from the

streams, there was little to be done except rescue

such goods as we could. During all that day every

man on the west side toiled in unceasing effort in behalf

of his fellow citizens, even as he would have done for

himself.

While the fire raged among those rude buildings,

sweeping from one to the other as if driven by a blast,

our entire settlement seemed doomed, and before night-

fall I was firmly convinced that everything in the

way of worldly goods which I had accumulated since

coming to Auraria would be consumed.
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OUR LOSS BY PIRE

It is true that no buildings on our side of the creek

were burned ; but Mr. Middleton and I had stored on

the east side, while we were putting up the new shop,

a full two thirds of all the stock we owned, and this

went with the rest, within the second hour after the con-

flagration started.

I worked until my strength was exhausted, and niy

hair so singed that, standing at a distance from me,

you would have said that my head was covered with

a black cap, yet I question if all of the firm's property

that I succeeded in carrying out from the burning build-

ings would have amounted in value to fifty dollars.

I had no time to sit down and weep over our losses,

for every effort in my power was demanded in behalf of

those whose possessions might yet be saved. Even

as I worked, there kept ringing through my brain

those words which I had often heard my mother read

from the Scriptures, that "pride goeth before a fall."

Then I reflected that if Mr. Middleton and I had not

been so complacent over our business prospects, we

should not have believed it necessary to build a new

and more imposing looking shop, in which case our

goods need not have been stored on the east side. If

we had not done all this, we should have come out from

that terrible fire without personal loss.
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MRS. MIDDLETON CONSOLES US

The house which we had built on the east side went

the way of many another building, and that night when

Mrs. Middleton and the children took refuge in the

shop with such few of the household effects as had been

rescued from the burning dwelling, she, seeing the de-

spairing look upon her hus-

band's face and upon mine,

said cheerily that we were

not so badly off as when

we gave up our farm

at Fountain City.

She reminded us

that we still had

the shop and such

goods as yet re-

mained in it, to

say nothing of the

half-finished build-

ing which could now undoubtedly be sold to some of

those merchants who would be looking about for a

place in which to continue business.

The dear soul tried earnestly to cheer us in every

way at her command, and made light of the disaster, as

if the terrible conflagration was a matter of small con-

sequence to us, until we were somewhat heartened.
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Her brave, cheering words made me realize that it

was wicked for me to mourn over the loss of the greater

portion of all we owned, when I knew that many of

our neighbors were absolutely penniless. I was even

guilty of consoling myself with the reflection that I

was better off than my partner, because of having,

probably, more years remaining to me in this world

in which I might repair my loss, while he, an older man,

could not lay so much claim to the future, and must,

in addition to providing for himself, secure comfort-

able maintenance for his wife and children. Thus,

selfishly perhaps, did I soothe my sorrow.

On the night after the flames had been checked I

stretched myself on a shakedown under the shop coun-

ter, unable to sleep, turning over and over again in

my mind all that had happened, until the last selfish

thoughts passed away, and I came to understand that

it was my duty not only to make up for what had been

lost, but to do all I could to help those people who had

treated me like a son.

If Mr. Middleton and his wife had not given me the

opportunity to come with them into this country of

Colorado, most likely I should still have been living

in Lawrence, looking about to earn a dollar here or

a dollar there, and oftentimes faiUng to gain money

enough to pay the cost of my daily food, whereas,

through them I had become a merchant of good repute.
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GOOD RESULTING FROM EVIL

Next day, when the merchants met together in front

of those blackened ruins which represented the down-

fall of many a man's hopes, it was inspiring to hear

them talk of rebuilding that part of the city without

delay, and making it more beautiful than before.

Not a man wasted a moment bewailing his loss;

never a one spoke of the fact that he whose signature

twenty-four hours previous would have been good for

a round sum was reduced to beggary; but all looked

forward hopefully to the future.

I even heard one, who had lost not only his shop
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but his dwelling, and the contents of both, with

splendid courage say, that we had reason to rejoice

and thank God because no lives had been lost and

because we still had our strength and the deter-

mination to make our state of Colorado an ornament

to the Union.

MR. MIDDLETON'S HONESTY

Our goods in the line of building material which

had escaped being burned were sold out within an

hour after the people had met together and decided

to rebuild the city.

The secret thought had crept into my mind at the

moment when this man or that was asking what

we had among our stock, that now there was a chance

of handsome profit, gaining more than we had been

making by the regular sale of our goods. Once more

did Mr. Middleton shame me until I turned my head

away to hide the flush upon my cheeks, when he said,

as if it was a matter which no one would dream of con-

tradicting:

—

"Seth, we will look up exactly how much these

goods cost us and add the money which has been paid

for freight. Then our neighbors shall have whatever

they wish by paying us only the full amount. In a

time like this one must help another, rather than seek

his own advantage, or this city of ours, which we be-
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lieve will some day rank fairly with the cities of the

eastern states, can never prosper."

We did as he had said, except that we saved from

our stock the material needed for building another

dweUing, and within four days after the fire we found

ourselves with an empty shop, but with insufficient

money in our possession to buy half as much merchan-

dise as was needed to restock it.

Among the business men throughout the town it was

a case of each helping the other to the utmost of his

ability, and when Mr. Middleton went east once more

to buy goods, hoping to get credit there, he found the

merchants even at that distance ready to lend a help-

ing hand.

When I learned of the fact, my heart warmed at the

thought that there were so many in this land of ours

who obeyed the Golden Rule.

I intended, when I began to write this story of mine

for my own amusement, to set down all the little inci-

dents and happenings of my hfe up to this time, never

thinking there would be so many which I regarded of

importance, and supposing it would be a simple

task.

I find now, however, that if I would bring my story

within the limits of another's patience, as well as my
own, I must hasten somewhat in the telling, else I shall

never come to an end.
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REBUILDING DENVER

It would be a labor of love if I could set down all

I heard and saw during that time when we were re-

building Denver,

effacing all traces

of the fire, and

erecting buildings

of brick instead of

logs. Every one of

us, from the man
who had lost his aU,

to him who had

suffered but little,

came to realize that

the conflagration

would in the end

prove a blessing.

"Middleton & Wagner," whose business was the

sale of lumber, flourished bravely during this time of

building activity, and before the year was out, we had

made good a full half of all our losses ; but it had been

done at the expense of wearing labor.

I myself had taken a team of five yoke of oxen from

Denver to Leavenworth and back again with a load of

goods, in order to save the cost of freight, and not only

once, but twice had I done this.
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My partner was more energetic even than I, while

the same may be said of Mrs. Middleton, for she in-

sisted on doing her full share of work in the shop

while I was away, and otherwise performed the duties

of a clerk, thereby saving us just so much money in

the matter of wages.

We were living in our new home on the east side of

the creek on the 13th of May, in the year 1864, when

a second disaster visited Denver, threatening to

destroy our city forever.

THE FLOOD

During the dry season Cherry Creek is a mere thread

of water, over which a man may step without risk of
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wetting the soles of his boots, and it was only after the

spring freshets that it could fairly be counted as a

stream.

Now during those days of May the creek lay as unruf-

fled and as threadlike as I had ever seen it. No one

dreamed of a flood. In fact, not a man, woman, or child

gave more than a passing thought to that tiny stream

of water which trickled through our city.

It chanced that on that night I was sleeping in the

shop, having worked there until midnight, and rather

than spend the time walking home, I had lain down

upon a pile of burlap.

I had hardly more than closed my eyes when I was

aroused by a loud rumbling noise like continuous

thunder, which jarred the very earth, and for the

space of twenty seconds I sat bolt upright on my make-

SETH OF COLORADO— 9
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shift bed, peering into the darkness, terror-stricken,

wondering what manner of tempest was upon us.

Amid the uproar I could distinguish the sound of

rushing water, and rurming to the shop door, I threw

it back just as a mighty wall — I can compare it to

nothing else — tore with lightninglike speed and

curling crest down the channel of the creek, the water

which formed it spraying out on either side, while

great waves roUed up where I had never seen water

before, except when it came down from the clouds

in rain.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TOWN

It was a flood, and the most terrific I have ever heard

of, for as I stood there gazing at this horrible thing

which seemed to cleave the darkness sufficiently for

one to see with reasonable distinctness, houses on

either side of the creek toppled and fell inward, as if

the underpinnings had suddenly given way. The

horror swept on its way with a thundering roar, amid

which one could hear the crash of falling timbers. I

believed that the Last Day was at hand, and that

we were to be called to Judgment.

I was so overwhelmed that it was impossible for me

to stir a finger, watching that scene of destruction with

a fear that clutched at my heart, for I remembered

that within those buildings which were toppled here

and there like houses of cards the children build.
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there were many human beings who, not forewarned as

I had been, might slumber on until overtaken by this

monstrous mountain of water.

" )od came surging up into

the very shop, and still

I stood stupidly on the

threshold knee-deep in

water. Even though I

reahzed that the

peril was great, —
for no one could

sayhow much higher

this tide might rise,

—my half-dazed mind

kept revolving the one

question, " How
could it all have

come about?"

There had been

no storm in our vicin-

Y, so far as I knew,

and yet something must have

occurred elsewhere, otherwise why

were we being thus engulfed ?

Until the water had risen nearly waist high, and was

pouring into the building with such force that the doors

of the shop were wrenched from their hinges, I stood
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motionless on the threshold as if my wits had left me,

and truly it was so for the time being.

EST GREAT PERIL

Then the instinct to save my own life awoke, and I

rushed out, making for the higher ground, but hearing

on every hand shrieks of agony and cries of fear, the

shouts of men mingled with the

wailing of children, as if indeed

my first belief was true,

and a second deluge was

coming upon the earth

because of the sins

of the people.

I could not, of

^^^ course, seek out Mr.

and Mrs. Middleton,

because this rushing tor-

rent lay between our shop

and the dwelling, and even though I might have been

tempted to cross over to the east side, it would have

been impossible to do so.

The only thing remaining for me was to make for

the high ground, as instinct had prompted, and all the

while I was struggling to save my own life, I felt like

a base coward because of turning my back upon those

who I knew were in terrible danger of being drowned.
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Yet to have lent a hand in that violent flood would

have been beyond the power of man, and I could only-

do as did hundreds of others about me, seek my own
safety, leaving those in danger to their fate until the

day dawned, when we might be able to effect something

in the way of relief.

Strive as I might, and spend all the hours of life re-

maining to me in the task, I could not convey to others

a sense of all the fearful realities, the chilling horrors

of those hours of darkness, when the creek roared like

a mad thing, and continued to pour its waters down

upon our city, but so lately recovered from the con-

flagration.

It was a fearful time, a time when I understood more

clearly than ever before how far short I had fallen of

doing my duty even when I had done my best. It

was a time to make a lad realize that money getting

is but the smallest, the most worthless part of hfe,

save when he does it for the comfort and the well-being

of those dependent upon him.

THE CITY DESTROYED

When morning came, even I who knew our city so well

would hardly have recognized it had I been suddenly

taken from some distant place and set down near by

the banks of that swollen creek.

So furious had been the onslaught of the water that
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the stream was no longer confined to its old bed,

but cutting out a new channel for itself, it had now

turned farther to the northward, making a clean sweep

of all that blocked its path.

Of our beautiful city only the dwelUngs to the west-

ward were still standing as well as those on the extreme

easterly border, while between rolled

i ^ffi!^ the muddy torrent, and we who

stood gazing at the scene

in comparative secur-

ity, trembled as

we ques-

tioned how many of

our people, how many

of those whom we knew and loved, had been swept

away to sudden death.

Let me quote from a printed account which seems

to me to give a fair idea of that terrible time :
—

"The surging waters overflowed the bottoms till

the valley of the Platte looked like an inland sea.

A terrific gale was blowing, and added to the horrors

of the situation. A dozen or more persons were
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drowned, and the property loss was upwards of a million

dollars. Some barely escaped with their lives, losing

everything they had, even the land on which their

houses had stood. But the flood had the effect of

wiping out sectional jealousy and rivalry. Henceforth

Denver east of the creek forged ahead
;
people preferred

to settle on the higher ground."

OUR LIVES ARE SPARED

God was good to us, inasmuch as the lives of Mr.

and Mrs. Middleton and the children were spared.

Fortunately our dwelling was not in the track of that

mad flood; but it was three days before the creek

had subsided so that I could cross over to seek them,

or they come in search of me.

During this time, while we on one side were waiting

for news of our friends on the other, and they in turn

were eager to hear about our fate, every person had a

theory of his own to air as to the cause of this sudden

onrush of the waters. Some claimed it must have been

a waterspout, and others believed that we had been

visited by a cloud-burst, but later it was learned that

all this ruin was the result of a storm of rain and hail

on the Divide, which had raged almost continuously

for four or five days, and, having filled up all the water-

courses above us, had burst through the barriers of

earth until Denver was overwhelmed.
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As at the time of the fire, our people of Denver

came together once more to lay plans for the rebuilding

of the city; but for four long, weary years it seemed

as if the hand of God was laid so heavily upon us that

we must fall exhausted beneath the punishment, un-

able longer to battle against adverse circumstances.

FEARS REGARDING THE FUTURE

It was when our people had hardly recovered from

the effects of the fire that this flood came upon us.

There were many, like Mr. Middleton and me, who had

asked for credit in the east to continue their business,

and were not yet sufficiently on their feet to meet this

new disaster.

Because of the Civil War, the easterners were no

longer flocking in such numbers to the gold fields, and

again, what we call placer mining had seemingly come

to an end, the supply having been exhausted. There-

fore almost on the last wave of the flood came the

knowledge that there was no longer anything in our

city of Denver, or in the other towns of Colorado,

which had flourished like green bay trees, to attract

miners or settlers from the states.

Now you must know that placer mining means sim-

ply the digging of gold out of the soil, where it has been

washed by streams or by floods from some parent mass.

At that time miners had no notion of how to crush
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the metal from the quartz. In fact, ignorance of the

methods of treating ore was universal, so that it seemed

as if the wealth of our territory of Colorado had sud-

denly been destroyed or exhausted, not only by fire

and by flood, but by the thousands upon thousands

who had delved in valleys and on the hillsides, until

in all that vast area the natural deposit of gold near

to the earth's surface had been used up.

It makes my heart swell with pride when I remember

that all these discouragements failed to break the

spirit of those brave pioneers who had built up this

city in the wilderness.

A few faint hearts may have given over the struggle
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and gone east again ; but if such was the case, I failed

to hear of it.

All whom I saw or heard stood ready to fight for

the life of their city, as they would for their own lives,

and it is no exaggeration to say that in those dark

days our city seemed threatened with annihilation.

AN UPRISING OF THE INDIANS

Then, when the people were heartening themselves

for another struggle, as a runner gathers himself for

a race, news came which caused the faces of all to

turn ashen and made even the bravest shudder with

fear.

The first report of this latest calamity was that

a wagon train had been waylaid, and all in charge of

it tomahawked by the Indians.

From the time the city was first settled, our people

feared that the savages might rise against the whites.

When the war between the states first broke out the

more timid ones declared that the time had come when

the Indians would seize their chance to make trouble

for us. Yet when we heard the news that this wagon

train had been seized and all the people with it killed,

we refused to believe the horrible rumor, because we

were afraid to admit our secret dread was at last to

be realized.

Each day came reports of fresh troubles, of stages
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waylaid, of passengers killed and scalped, of wagon
trains looted, of the massacres of settlers living at

a distance from a town ; in short, it was as if suddenly

we came to realize that to fire and flood and the loss

of the gold were to be added the efforts of the savages

to wipe us out of existence.

Who can blame us if now and then in our despair

we admitted to ourselves that it was useless to strug-

gle longer ?

Yet we did struggle on, and while still showing marks

of the ravages of the torrent which had leaped down

Cherry Creek like a devouring monster, we turned to

face the new foe, ready to defend our homes, our loved

ones, and the fair city which was our pride, against

those merciless fiends who were seeking to drive out the

white man from their lost hunting grounds.
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I shall recount at no greater length than this what we

suffered from the Indians during the dreadful time that

succeeded the flood, and for many years after, because

my plan is to tell only the story of my own life.

More than that I shall leave for those who write

history, and, making a trade at such work, can the

better gather facts, putting matters in a proper light,

whereas if one of us who helped build up Denver should

try to tell the story of what was done by the Indians

and how we defended ourselves, it would be ever to

claim that the white man was in the right and the

Indian always in the wrong.
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At this later day, however, it is possible for me to

realize that the savages had fair grounds of complaint

against us, and in many cases were provoked into

taking to the warpath.

BEGGING FOR HELP

The leading men of Colorado begged the govern-

ment at Washington to send soldiers to the relief

of the territory ; but this was denied, not because the

ofl&cials had no care concerning us, but owing to the

great war which was then raging, when every soldier

was needed elsewhere.

Word was sent to us that we must protect ourselves

as best we could, regardless of the fact that many of

those who should have been defending their own homes

had answered the President's caU for troops, and

were fighting with the northern army.

I myself know little of what went on outside of Den-

ver during those dreadful days, save as this rumor

or that was brought in by frightened fugitives or

panic-stricken prospectors.

Those in authority over us, however, knew all too

well, that scores upon scores of people journeying in

the valley of the South Platte were massacred by the

savages ; that the overland stages were ambushed by

the fiends, the horses kiUed, and the mails destroyed;

that lonely ranchers were murdered and their homes
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burned, and all communication between Colorado and

the states in the east was shut off, so that the only

word which could come to us from the Missouri River,

or farther east, was sent around by water, and thence

by way of Mexico or California.

A FAMINE THREATENS

The supplies which we depended upon from the store-

houses on the Missouri River, or in Kansas, could no

longer be brought

in, and, strange

though it may
seem at this day.

the time came when

we of Denver saw

famine staring us in

the face, while in all the country about, the savages

were dancing their war dances, thirsting for our blood

and killing all who fell into their hands.
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We were compelled to give up all other ideas save

that of defending our lives, and when our governor

called for mounted men to volunteer for service in

the territory, our city was weU-nigh deserted, except

for cripples and aged people.

Mr. Middleton went out as a volunteer, and I would

have accompanied him but for the fact that he declared

one or the other of us must remain at home to look

after the family, putting the matter in such a way that

I could not refuse to obey him.

I could tell you of that battle of Sand Creek, if battle

it can be called, when the savages, as many of our peo-

ple claimed, were massacred at a time when they stood

ready to sue for peace; but such horrible details

make unpleasant reading, and unless one would study

the matter closely for some particular purpose, it is

not well to fill the mind with bloody doings.

Certain it is, there were many in our city who claimed

that in the Sand Creek matter, the white people were

the butchers and the Indians the victims.

However that may be, we of Colorado paid a fear-

ful price for that day's work.

HORRORS or AN INDIAN WAR

The Cheyennes, who up to this time had not molested

us to any great extent, declared war against the white

people. The Arapahoes, the Kiowas, and the Co-
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tnanches all went on the warpath, infuriated by what

had been done at Sand Creek, while the Sioux and the

other tribes who had begun the troubles, joined with

them until every redskin in Colorado was thirsting

for the blood of the whites and, as it seemed to me, had

fixed on Denver as the scene of their most barbarous

outrages.

Rp^d the account of the battle of Beecher Island,

which can be found in your histories, if you would

know how our people struggled in defense of the terri-

tory, for then it was that a company of fifty scouts

under command of Colonel Forsyth was surrounded

by more than a thousand Indians.

From the evening of the i6th of September until the
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morning of the 25th, those brave fellows, or what

few were left of them, held that enormous body of

savages at bay, the gallant defense costing the lives

of eight of the scouts, while twenty of them were seri-

ously disabled and the survivors on the verge of star-

vation before relief came.

I might go on and tell of this skirmish or that battle

with the Indians, prolonging the story untU. it covered

a full four years of time, without having told all that

we did and suffered, in our efforts to hold fast to our

homes in Colorado. Even then I would have set

down only the outlines of the story, for scattered all over

that country were settlers who sold their lives dearly,

or who saved themselves and their families by acts

of heroism such as seem hardly credible.

I ask you to read the story of those days for your-

selves in the pages of history, if there is in your mind

SETH OF COLORADO—• lO
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any desire to know at what price we held this terri-

tory that it might one day take its place as a state

with a star of its own on the azure field of Old Glory.

MY DUTY AT HOME

Mr. Middleton did his fuU share in defending the

territory, and I played my part fairly, peacefid one

as it was, for surely some were needed to look after

the women and children while the others were battling

with the savages.

Those of us who stayed at home did not have the

most enviable time, for we burned to be doing our share

of fighting, and could not escape a feeling of shame at

remaining in a place of partial security, while our friends

and neighbors were hazarding their Uves.

At such a time business was practically at a stand-

still. "Middleton & Wagner" kept open shop through

it all, Mrs. Middleton acting as clerk when I had to

be away; but we neither hoped nor believed that it

would be possible to reap any great profit.

When the trouble with all the Indians save those of

the Ute tribe had quieted down, ray partner and I

were but little better off than on that day after the

fir^, and it amounted to our beginning anew, save that

we were recognized as among the founders of the town

and had gained an enviable standing among the, mer-

chants.
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BEGINNING OVER AGAIN

There was no time for repining over the years lost

through this Indian war, for he who is faint-hearted

can never hope to succeed in helping build up a new
country. We two, with the efficient aid of our "si-

lent partner," Mrs. Middleton, set our faces stoutly

toward the future, as we had done when we sowed

our first crop at Fountain City, with the result that

to-day, when Denver occupies that place among the

cities of the Union which we dreamed years ago she

would occupy, the firm of "Middleton & Wagner"

is remembered with credit.

My name no longer appears on any of the business

houses, because when age crept upon me and I had

gathered together as much of this world's goods as it

seemed to me one person should be allowed to have,

I stepped down to yield my place to younger men.

But although Uving at ease, with no worldly anxi-

eties about the future, my pride in this city which I

helped to found is as strong as on that day when I used

my tongue mightily in the fight against merging our

town of Auraria with that of Denver.

MY STORY IS DONE

I have told this story of how an orphan boy, without

money and without worldly influence, can succeed in
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this country, or in any other, if he turns his face steadily

toward the mark he has set, and never looks back.

I hope I have shown that a boy who is willing to work

and is not easily cast down by obstacles, however great

they may appear at the time, must, if God allows him

his health, finally succeed in the battle of life. Per-

haps I have made plain as weU how strong is the love

in my heart for this great state which I have helped

to settle.

Even now, when I am far off from the battle of

life, it cuts me deeply if a person speaks of me

as having come from any other part of this glori-

ous country. I would have myself as fuUy identified

with Colorado as I was when it was little more than a

wilderness, and whenever occasion arises for me to

write down my name, I always do as I am doing now,

so that there may be no mistake, and add as a sort of

postscript to my signature, Seth of Colorado.
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JAMES OTIS'S
COLONIAL SERIES

Calvert of Maryland Richard of Jamestown

Mary of Plymouth Ruth of Boston

Peter of New Amsterdam Stephen of Philadelphia

Price, each, 35 cents. For grades 3-5

DON'T you remember the "Toby Tyler" stories,

which appeared some years ago in "Harper's Yovmg
People "? And don't you remember how impatiently

boys and girls looked forward to the next issue merely be-

cause of those tales ? Stories like those mean something to

children and make an impression.

^ Here are six new stories by the same author, James Otis,

the first he has ever written for schools. They are just as fas-

cinating as his earlier ones. They are stories and yet they

are histories. Their viewpoint is entirely original, the story

of each settlement being told by one ofthe children living in the

colony. For this reason only such incidents as a child might

notice, or learn by hearsay, are introduced—but all such in-

cidents are, as far as possible, historical facts and together they

present a delighttuUy graphic and comprehensive description

of the daily life of the early colonists.

^ The style in which the children tell the stories reads as

charmingly as that of a fairy tale, and abounds in quamt hu-

mor and in wholesome, old-fashioned philosophy.

^ Each book is profusely illustrated with pen and ink draw-

ings that not only add to its artistic attractiveness, but will be

found a genuine aid to the child's imagination in reproducing

for him realistic glimpses into a home-life of long ago.

V There is no better way for your pupils to learn about the

beginning of our country. The books are just as well suited

to libraries and home use. Write us about them.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY



SUPPLEMENTARY READING
By EDWARD EGGLESTON

STORIES OF GREAT AMERICANS FOR
LITTLE AMERICANS {0.40

THIS book is eminently suited to second year pupils.

Not only does it make learning to read an easy task,

but it provides matter which is stimulating and enjoy-

able. By means of interesting personal anecdotes, the child

is made familiar with the history of our country and some of

its leading figures. Famous warriors and patriots, states-

men, discoverers, inventors, men of science and letters, find

a place in these tales. Some of the stories should be known
to every American, because they have become a kind of

national folk-lore. The words are not too difficult, while

the sentences and paragraphs are short.

STORIES OF AMERICAN LIFE AND
ADVENTURE Jo.50

HERE are presented for third year pupils exciting stories

which tell of the adventurous pioneer life of this

country, and which show why the national character

is distinguished by traits of quick-wittedness, humor, self-

reliance, love of liberty, and democratic feeling. These
historical anecdotes include stories of Indian life, of frontier

peril and escape, of adventures with the pirates of Colonial

times, of daring Revolutionary feats, of dangerous whaling

voyages, of sciendfic explorations, and of personal encounters

with savages and wild beasts. With them are intermingled

sketches of the homes, the food and drink, the birds and
animals, the schools, and the children's plays of other times.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
Cl7)



HISTORICAL READERS
By H. A. GUERBER

Story of the Thirteen Colonies $0-65
Story of the Great Republic 65
Story of the English 65
Story of Old France 65
Story of Modern France 65
Story of the Chosen People 60

Story of the Greeks 60

Story of the Romans 60

ALTHOUGH these popular books are intended primarily

XX for supplementary reading, they will be found quite as

valuable in adding life and interest to the formal study

of history. Beginning with the fifth school year, they can be

used with profit in any of the upper grammar grades.

•[[ In these volumes the history of some of the world' s peoples

has taken the form of stories in which the principal events are

centered about the lives of great men of all times. Through-

out the attempt has been made to give in simple, forcefol lan-

guage an authentic account of famous deeds, and to present a

stirring and lifelike picture of life and customs. Strictly mili-

tary and political history have never been emphasized.

^ No pains has been spared to interest boys and girls, to

impart usefiil information, and to provide valuable lessons of

patriotism, truthfulness, courage, patience, honesty, and in-

dustry, which will make them good men and women. Many
incidents and anecdotes,- not included in larger works, are

interspersed among the stories, because they are so fi-equently

used in art and literature that familiarity with them is in-

dispensable. The illustrations are unusually good.

^ The author's Myths of Greece and Rome, Myths of

Northern Lands, and Legends of the Middle Ages,, each,

price $1.50, present a fascinating account of those wonderfiil

legends and tales of mythology which should be known to

everyone. Seventh and eighth year pupils will delight in them.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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PUPILS' OUTLINE STUDIES
IN UNITED STATES HISTORY

^0.30

By FRANCIS H. WHITE, A.M., Professor of History

and Political Science, Kansas State Agricultural College

ABLANK book, which is intended for the pupil's use in

connection with any good history of the United States.

It presents an original combination of devices con-

veniently arranged, and aifords an unusually clear idea of our

country's history in which the chiefevents are deeply impressed

on the learner's mind. The entire development of the United

States has been taken up in the most logical manner, and facts

of a similar nature have been grouped naturally together.

^ This material is in the form of outline maps, charts, tables,

outlines for essays, book references, etc., with full directions

for the pupil, and suggestions to the teacher. Students are

required to locate places, trace routes, follow lines of develop-

ment, make pictures of objects illustrating civilization, write

compositions, etc.

^ The use of this book has demonstrated that the teaching of

history need no longer present any difficulties to the teacher.

Mere memorizing is discouraged, and the pupil is compelled

to observe closely, to select essential facts, to classify his

knowledge, to form opinions for himself, and to consult the

leading authorities. The interest thus instilled will invariably

lead to a sufficient grasp of the subject.

^ The body of the book is divided into the following general

headings: The Indians; Discovery and Exploration; Coloniza-

tion; The Development of Nationality; Military History;

The Progress of Civilization; Political History; and Our
Flag and Its Defenders. While none of these periods is

treated exhaustively, each is taken up so comprehensively and

suggestively that further work can be made easily possible

where more time is available.
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BARNES'S NEW HISTORIES
OF THE UNITED STATES

Elementary History . . $0.60 School History . , , . $1.1

IN their present form, these standard histories are strictly

modern both as to contents and as to dress. They not
only have been brought down to the present time, but

they also embody the most approved methods of teaching

history as recommended by die Committees of Ten and
Fifteen. In each volume the illustrations are numerous and
appropriate, while the maps are complete and clear.

^ BARNES'S ELEMENTARY HISTORY has bedn
entirely re-written by that charming writer for children. Dr.
James Baldwin. It tells in an intensely interesting manner the

story of the discovery, settlement, and development of the

United States in a series of biographies, but it presents only

those necessary to the continuity of the narrative as a whole.

^ The story of no man's Ufe is given merely because of the

man, but because it throws light upon the manners of the

times, and the general progress of events. Each biography
in language and thought is well adapted to the capabilities of
young children, and is followed by a brief review with
suggestive questions.

^ In BARNES'S SCHOOL HISTORY a consistent effort

has been made to retain those features of the older volume
(Barnes's Brief History), which gave it its extraordinary

popularity : its main division into epochs ; its topical arrange-

ment; its interesting foot-notes containing collateral facts,

minor events, and brief biographies ; and, most important of

all, the fascinating literary style of its author. Dr. Steele.

^ The treatment of batdes has been somewhat curtailed, and

greater prominence given to the life of the people, and to the

wonderful development of our industries. Carefully selected

references for reading have been inserted at intervals.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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CARPENTER'S READERS
By FRANK G. CARPENTER

GEOGRAPHICAL READERS
North America . $0.60
South America . .60

Europe . . . . .70
Asia .... .60

Africa .... $0.60
Australia, Our Colonies,

and Other Islands of the

Sea .... .60

READERS ON COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
How the World is Fed . $0.60 | How the World is Clothed, $0.60

How the World is Housed, $0. 60

CARPENTER'S Geographical Readers supplement the

regular textbooks on the subject, giving life and interest

to the study. They are intensely absorbing, being

written by the author on the spots described, and presenting

accurate pen-pictures of places and peoples. The style is

simple and easy, and throughout each volume there runs a

strong personal note vyhich makes the reader feel that he is

actually seeing everything with his own eyes.

^ The books give a good idea of the various peoples, their

strange customs and ways ofliving, and to some extent of their

economic conditions. At the same time, there are included

graphic descriptions of the curious animals, rare birds, wonder-

ful physical features, natural resources, and great industries of

each country. The illustrations for the most part are repro-

ductions of photographs taken by the author. The maps show
the route taken over each continent.

^ The Readers on Commerce and Industry take up the

three great essentials of human existence, food, clothing, and

shelter. The children visit the great food centers and see

for themselves how the chief food staples are produced and

prepared for use, they travel over the globe investigating the

sources of their clothing, and they learn how the different races

are housed, and of what their dwellings are composed. The
journeys are along geographical lines.
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DAVISON'S HEALTH SERIES
By ALVIN DAVISON, M.S., A.M., Ph.D., Professor of

Biology in Lafayette College.

Human Body and Health

:

Elementary, J0.40 Intermediate, ^0.50 Advanced, $0.80

Health Lessons

:

Book One . iSo.35 Cook Two . . Jo. 60

THE object of these books is to promote health and pre-

vent disease • and at the same time to do it in such

a way as will appeal to the interest of boys and gjrls,

and fix in their minds the essentials of right living. They are

books of real service, which teach mainly the lessons of health-

ful, sanitary living, and the prevention of disease, which do not

waste time on the names of bones and organs, which fiirnish

information that everyone ought to know, and which are both

practic4 in their application and interesting in their presentation.

^ These books make clear:

^ That the teaching ofphysiology in our schools can be made
more vital and serviceable to humaiiity.

^ That anatomy and physiology are of little value to young

people, unless they help them to practice in their daily lives

the teachings of hygiene and sanitation.

^ That both personal and public health can be improved by
teaching certain basal truths, thus decreasing the death rate,

now so large from a general ignorance of common diseases.

^ That such instruction should show how these diseases,

colds, pneumonia, tuberculosis, typhoid fever, diphtheria, and

malaria are contracted and how they can be prevented.

^ That the foundation for much of the illness in later life u
laid by the boy and girl during school years, and that in-

struction which helps the pupils to understand the care of the

body, and the true value of fresh air, proper food, exercise, and

cleanliness, will add much to the wealth of a nation and the

happiness of its people.
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STEPS IN ENGLISH
By A. C. McLEAN, A.M., Principal of Luckey School,

Kttsburg; THOMAS C. BLAISDELL, A.M., Pro-

fessor of English, Fifth Avenue Normal High School,

Pittsburg; and JOHN MORROW, Superintendent of

Schools, Allegheny, Pa.

Book One, For third, fourth, and fifth years $OwfO

Book Two. For sixth, seventh, and eighth years 60.

THIS series presents a new method of teaching language

which is in marked contrast with the antiquated systems

in vogue a generation ago. The books meet modern
condidons in every respect, and teach the child how to ex-

press his thoughts in language rather than furnish an undue

amount of grammar and rules.

^ From the start the attempt has been made to base the work
on subjects in which the child is genuinely interested. Lessons

in writing language are employed simultaneously with those in

conversation, while picture-study, the study of literary selec-

tions, and letter-writing are presented at frequent intervals.

The lessons are of a proper length, well arranged, and well

graded. The books mark out the daily work for the teacher

in a clearly defined manner by telling him what to do, and

when to do it. Many unique mechanical devices, e. g., a

labor-saving method of correcting papers, a graphic system of

diagramming, etc., form a valuable feature of the work.

^ These books are unlike any other series now on the

market. They do not shoot over the heads of the pupils,

nor do they show a marked effort in writing down to

the supposed level of young minds. They do not contain

too much technical grammar, nor are they filled vyith what
is sentimental and meaningless. No exaggerated attention is

given to analyzing by diagramming, and to exceptions to ordi-

nary rules, which have proved so unsatisfactory.
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WEBSTER'S DICTIONARIES
The Only Genuine School Editions

THESE Dictionaries are the acknowledged authority

throughout the English speaking world, and constitute

a complete and carefully graded series. The spelling

and punctuation in all leading schbolbooks are based on them.

WEBSTER'S PRIMARY SCHOOL DICTION-
ARY ^0.48
Containing over 20,000 words and meanings, with over

400 illustrations.

WEBSTER'S COMMON SCHOOL DICTION-
ARY ;?o.72

Containing over 25,000 words and meanings, with over

500 illustrations.

WEBSTER'S HIGH SCHOOL DICTIONARY, $o.<)^

Containing about 37,000 words and definitions, and an

appendix giving a pronouncing vocabulary of Biblical,

Classical, Mythological, Historical, and Geographical proper

names, with over 800 illustrations.

WEBSTER'S ACADEMIC DICTIONARY
Cloth, ^1.50; Indexed J1.80
Half Calf, $2.75; Indexed 3.00
Abridged directly from the International Dictionary, and

giving the orthography, pronunciations, definitions, and

synonyms of about 60,000 words in common use, with an

appendix containing various useful tables, with over 800

illustrations.

SPECIAL EDITIONS
Webster's Countinghouse Dictionary. Sheep,

Indexed J2.40
Webster's Handy Dictionary 15

Webster's Pocket Dictionary / 57

The same. Roan, Flexible , 69

The same. Roan, Tucks 78

The same. Morocco, Indexed ... .90
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SCHOOL MUSIC
Song Collections and Books of Instruction

Aiken's Music Course. In one book . $o-So
Part Songs for Mixed Voices . . .65

Betz's Gems of School Song . . . . .70

Birge's Choruses and Part Songs for High Schools .65

Dann's Christmas Carols and Hymns . . .45

School Hymnal . . . .50

Musical Dictation. Book One . . .50

Music Writing Book, Number I . . .10

Earhart's Art Songs for High Schools . • .80

Farnsworth's Education through Music . . i.oo

Johnson's Songs Every One Should Know . .50

Jones's Songs of Seasons . . . . .25

MacConnell's Standard Songs and Choruses . .75

Mathews's Songs of all Lands . . . . $0

McCaskey's Favorite Songs and Hymns . . .80

Mitchell's Ten Familiar Songs

Natural Music Course (Ripley & Tapper):

Rote Song Book (First Steps in Music) . . .40

Charts. Sets: A,B, C,D,E,F,andG. Each, 4.00
Harmonic Series. Sixbooks. Melodic Series. Fourbooks.

Natural Series. Seven books. Short Course. Two books.

NeCollins's Institute Songs . . . . .15

Glee and Chorus Book . , . .65

Neidlinger's Earth, Sky and Air in Song. Book I .70

The same. Book II ... .80

Rix's The Mastersinger . . . . .65

Shirley's Part Songs for Girls' Voices . . .75

Part Songs for Mixed Voices . . .75
School and Festival Songs . . . .25

Smith (Eleanor) Music Course. Six books and Manual

Standard Musical Library: Prices from 10c. to 20c.

each. Complete list on request.
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